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POLITICAL SCIENCE FICTION
Expert Monitors, Excessive Skepticism,
and Preventive Rationality

A

few days after September 11th, 2001, George W. Bush declared a
national Day of Reflection. This moment of contemplation, while
infused with sentiments of mourning and grief, also coincided with
another kind of national reflection. On September 26, then--White House
spokesperson Ari Fleischer announced that Americans should "watch what
they say." This self--monitoring of thought, especially around the limits of
dissent, took on a spectacular prominence at that conjuncture, but it has a
longer history. And in many cases recently these limits have been articulated
to conspiracy thinking.
This chapter traces some of the foundational texts that made rational-
ity a crucial factor for conspiracy panics in defining proper forms of consent
and dissent. I begin with a brief summary of the writings of Harold Lasswell,
Richard Hofstadter, and others in the mid-- to late 1960s as the groundwork
for contemporary conspiracy panics. I then survey more recent interpreters
of the "paranoid style," "political paranoia," or "conspiracism." Explored here
are the conceptual contexts that produce, and ultimately get reinforced by,
.
.
conspiracy panics.
The chapter will be a close reading of these expert texts, focusing on
the following conspiracy panic issues: domestic political extremism, forms
of dissent, and dominant styles of thought. I argue that the concern over
conspiracy theories (old and new) is closely linked to panics over extremist
political activity. From the scares over communists and Birchites in the
1960s to the alarm over militias and terrorists since the mid 1990s, public
discussions have intertwined a form of thought (irrational conspiracy theo -
ries) with a form of political activity (extremism). In doing so, knowledges
are presented as inherently dangerous, certain styles of dissent are dis-
qualified, and new forms of consent are forged. I examine the effects of
these mainstream problematizations on contemporary parameters of dissent.
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How do liberal political rationalities attempt to organize thought? Exam -
ining these conspiracy panics illuminates current efforts to produce "rea-
sonable politics."

HAROLD LASSWELL AND PREVENTIVE POLITICAL RATIONALITY

Harold D. Lasswell's pioneering work in the field of political psychology in
the 1930s and 1940s, especially his construction of political personality types,
sets the conceptual stage for later conspiracy panics. While certainly not the
first to use psychological methods and concepts to define political phenom-
ena, Lasswell is perhaps the most systematic, sophisticated, and influential
thinker to advance political psychology. As Lasswell himself indicates, the
field of social psychology had already begun in piecemeal fashion to expand
into the domain of politics. In addition, it had only been a decade since
World War I, a war in which propaganda and psychological warfare were key
components (and out of which Lasswell himself emerged).This spurred whole
new fields of study, including political psychology. Here I examine Psychopa-
thology and Politics (1930) and Power and Personality (1948), major works that
span two decades of Lasswell's research into the psychologization of politics.
The preface to Psychopathology and Politics announces Lasswell's depar-
ture from his previous attention to propaganda techniques. He now seeks to
"discover what developmental experiences are significant for the political traits
and interests of the mature. This means that we want to see what lies behind
agitators, administrators, theorists, and other types who play on the public
stage" (p.8).Through the method of life history, Lasswell seeks to isolate the
personality traits and contextual determinants of different political types.
Lasswell makes no claims to scientific neutrality. His research is explic-
itly defined as practical and interventionist.The chapter "A New Technique
of Thinking" expresses Lasswell's concern with his social and political con -
text. According to him, we are witnessing a deterioration of reason: "In spite
of our best efforts to disseminate logicality, people are always 'letting their
prejudices run away with them,' even when they have a baggage of good
intentions" (p. 31). But a response to the decline of reason does not simply
entail giving a logic antidote.He contends, "our faith in logic is misplaced....
The supposition that emotional aberrations are to be conquered by heroic
doses of logical thinking is a mistake. The absence of effective logic is a
symptom of a disease which logic itself cannot cure" (p. 31).
Rather than responding to these conditions with "more and better
logic," Lasswell argues for psychoanalysis and the construction of Freudian
case studies. A kind of reason does prevail, however, as the analyst interprets
and sorts subjects' stories, desires, and images into categorical types with
personality traits. We see this recoding of free fantasy a little later in the
book. While discussing the prominence of "hate" in politics, Lasswell finds
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that it emanates from a "private motive": "a repressed and powerful hatred
of authority ... in relation to the father" (p. 75).1 Displaced from "family
objects to public objects," private motives are rationalized by the agitator as
"public interests" (p. 75).
Marking his particular fixation on political agitators, Lasswell devotes
two chapters to the subject (the latter called simply "Political Agitators
Continued"). These case studies, reported in lyrical detail, produce a typo-
logical profile of the agitator's essential traits: high value on public emotional
response, narcissism, and suspicion. Excessive suspicion is a key characteris-
tic. Lasswell states that "ever on the alert for pernicious intrusions of private
interest into public affairs, the agitator sees 'unworthy' motives where others
see the just claims of friendship" (p. 79). This exaggerated mistrust will
reappear in later problematizations of the paranoid style as "hypersuspicion,"
which signals a kind of extremism.
Important here is the fact that Lasswell accuses agitators of engaging in
a type of what we examined in the introduction as dietrology (seeking causes
behind events). At the same time, he himself performs dietrology in classifying
personality types/motivations. I say this not simply to tum the tables on
Lasswell, but to pinpoint a moment where different kinds of dietrology are
being demarcated. Reasonable forms of "behind--ology" trump unreasonable
ones. Even more, reasonable forms apply their form of dietrology to the unrea-
sonable ones, thus determining the field of engagement between them.
Lasswell's commitment to interventionist research is especially evident
in "The Politics of Prevention," a chapter devoted to reorienting politics and
knowledge production toward the prevention of conflict. As Lasswell puts it:
The time has come to abandon the assumption that the problem of politics is
the problem of promoting discussion among all the interests concerned in a
given problem....The problem of politics is less to solve conflicts than to
prevent them; less to serve as a safety valve for social protest than to apply
social energy to the abolition of recurrent sources of strain in society....The
politics of prevention draws attention squarely to the central problem of reduc,
ing the level of strain and maladaption in society. (pp. 196-197)

Conceptually and practically, Lasswell's fusion of psychology with politics is
designed to prevent conflict and dissent, and therefore to normalize politics:
"Some of these human results will be deplored as 'pathological,' while others
will be welcomed as 'healthy' " (p. 200). 2 An obvious effect of psychopolitics
is the labeling of some political knowledge as maladjusted or deviant. But
equally important is Lasswell's call to identify and head off trends before they
coalesce into movements.
Lasswell's reliance on the discipline of psychology signals another main
point: he does not seek direct State intervention into political activities.
Preventive politics
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does not depend on a series of changes in the organization of government. It
depends upon a reorientation in the minds of those who think about society
around the central problems: What are the principal factors which modify the
tension level of the community? What is the specific relevance of a proposed
line of action to the temporary and permanent modification of that tension
level? (p. 198)

The fostering of preventive politics falls to society's problematizers, those
experts who can produce authoritative visions and diagnoses of society.Changing
the nature of the problems they construct is paramount, for "achieving the
ideal of preventative politics depends ... upon improving the methods and
education of social administrators and social scientists" (p. 203). Special train-
ing of professionals is needed: A "different type of education will become
necessary for those who administer society or think about it," Lasswell writes,
"thorough curricular reconstructions will be indispensable" (pp. 201-202).
Preventive Rationality
Lasswell's prescriptions are historically consonant with liberalism's strategy of
governing through the figure of the "expert." According to Foucauldian schol-
ars Andrew Barry, Thomas Osborne, and Nikolas Rose (1996) experts have
been crucial to the development of forms of governance (pp. 12-15), and
have provided for liberalism "particular conceptions of the objects to be
governed" (Rose, 1996, p. 42). To scientists and intellectuals is granted a
certain amount of autonomy to enable "action at a distance" and legitimate
the workings of the State without direct intervention (Barry, Osborne, &
Rose, 1996, pp. 10-11). Empowered with the authority to problematize the
state of affairs, experts link technical knowledge with political practice in
several ways: First, they provide government with new objects and subjects
of governance and second, they legitimate political programs in the name of
scientific authority. G overning partially operates through these expert
reflections that are not just ideas: they seek to become practicable by con-
necting with governmental procedures and apparatuses (Rose, 1996, p. 41).
Lasswell's new expert, the "administrator--investigator," largely operates
within this paradigm of liberal expertise. Politics is not a matter of State-
oriented intervention, coercion, or mediation of conflicting interests.Rather,
Lasswell's preemptive program, relies on the authority of "autonomized" sci -
entists and researchers who "will be intimately allied to general medicine,
psychopathology, physiological psychology, and related disciplines" (p. 203).
In Nikolas Rose's words (1999), these preventative governing operations
include "the calculated modulation of conduct according to principles of
optimization of benign impulses and minimization of malign impulses" (p.
234). The administrator--investigator belongs to a politics of "primary
prevention ...a whole programme of political intervention to educate au-
thorities and lay persons so as to act on the conditions which exacerbate the
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possibilities of ... problems occurring in the first place" (p. 235). In a move
that foreshadows future conspiracy panics (and a general shift in gover-
nance), Lasswell's techniques of managing dissent have less to do with re-
pressing or eliminating dangerous deviants from the social body than with
producing experts who could assess the conditions necessary for the preven -
tion of agitation. As a form of dissent management, the goal is to nip certain
conditions' growth in the bud-to detect and thereby neutralize an emer-
gence before it can coalesce, something Melinda Cooper (2006) later calls
a war strategy of "pre--empting emergence." Psychopathology and Politics, then,
can be seen more as a manual to prevent social agitation than an effort to
demonize it, in other words a preventive rationality.
In this early work, the fusion of psychology and politics hinges on the
ability of experts to bring it about. Lasswell's preliminary project sets the ground-
work for a broader psychopolitics by searching for motives behind political
actions, applying psychoanalytic interpretive skills to individual cases, and
generalizing from individuals to traits that collectively contribute to social
tension. This early research is designed to change the frameworks, methods,
and problems with which experts engage. Lasswell's later work strives more
explicitly to intervene into the production of proper political subjects.
While the "agitator" is an important focus of Psychopathology and Poli-
tics, Lasswell's (1948) Power and Personality discusses political types with
regard to actual and potential leaders. The "general theory of political per-
sonality" represents research whose
aim is to bring into being democratic leaders who share the basic personality
structure appropriate to the elite of a society where power is subordinated to
respect and to identifications with humanity. The chief difference between the
"basic" citizen and the democratic leader needs to be mainly a difference of
skill and not of values. (1948, p. 152)

The analysis of a "democratic leader" yields information about how to cul-
tivate it. Of special interest in Lasswell's prescriptions are the "non-- or
antidemocrats who have rejected democracy after being extensively exposed
to it, or who imagine that they conform to the democratic ideal when they
are undemocratic in actual conduct" (p. 152). Understanding antidemocrat
types enables strategies to discourage this development: The process of de-
veloping "character, technique, and perspective" must include the creation
and deployment of new and better political images for young people, espe-
cially through new media technologies (pp. 156, 172-173).
Lasswell repeats his earlier call for a cadre of experts, which now in -
elude both self--goveming actors and institutions: "What I advocate is an act
of institution building for the purpose of carrying on a vital part of the
intelligence function essential to the science and policy of democracy" (pp.
168-171). Carrying out the assessment protocol developed in his earlier

IN 1958, Lionel and Roger Penrose published a paper announcing their discovery of impossible figures,
(Penrose & Penrose, 1958). These impossible figures formed a new class of visual illustrations, specifically
demonstrating a foible in human perception of dimensionality in representations. If we are given a conflicting
but balanced mix of visual clues, our logic in two-dimensional representations becomes overwhelmed, and
we can easily be fooled about what is possible or likely in three dimensions. The rendered object, on the one
hand, looks right; but on the other hand, our intuition tells us that something must be wrong and signals us to
use our minds. Our faulty senses always win.
When we do use our minds, we can see how Penroses' visual ambiguity is created (see Illustration 1 ). The
far corners of the cube rise and push away. Further analysis reveals impossible "overlaps" and corner joinings of the bars
compared with an actual cube in three-dimensional space. Visual clues lead to conscious expectations. Whether or not these
clues conflict, our unconscious minds process them and apparently make a best guess of prediction for interpreting what we
are seeing. The confusion introduced by illogical depth signals (between two and three dimensions) is artificial, because the
brain does not normally have to deal with this kind of ambiguous object in the everyday world. Based both on apparent
"rules" of how the world works and our prior experience of objects and representations, our unconscious guesses are
generally so good that, for the most part, our expectations match reality. But impossible figures (and visual illusions in
general) prove that perception is less a direct translation of reality than a complex interaction between the eyes and brain,
creating only a limited representation of a reality that we believe to be true based on our experiences (Gregory, 1979).
Much mischief can be created by someone aware of how vulnerable we are to mixed depth clues in representations, and,
more broadly, to the wide gap between the seduction of the obvious ("seeing is believing...if it looks like a duck...then it's a
duck") and critical thinking ("but is it a duck?").
Scholars have documented many cases wherein artists have been influenced by science. Escher (1986, p. 78), most
famously, made extensive use of Lionel and Roger Penrose's concept of the impossible figure in numerous prints and
credited their 1958 article as the source of his inspiration.1 Yet, what about instances of scientists being influenced by
artists? Examples from art history are difficult to locate. The development by artists of a Renaissance perspective
immediately comes to mind-and this discovery did lead to scientific innovations in navigation and technology. However,
perspective is not a fair example, because art and science were not as yet recognized as separate categories in the
Renaissance, and, in the case of perspective, the new geometry was developed by people who were considered to be both
artists and scientists.
Let us consider Marcel Duchamp's famous "rectified" readymade Apolinère Enameled, created in 1916-1917 (see Illustration
2). Duchamp tells us that this work is an enamel paint display sign that he acquired and for which he then changed the text
at the top and bottom. Duchamp also claims that he added the "missing" reflection of the back of the girl's head in the mirror
above the dresser. He does not indicate the significance of the piece; nor does he say much else beyond expressing
disappointment that the poet Apollinaire (who, we assume, was the "namesake" of this piece and who died in 1918) had not
seen it.
Several scholars have noted that something is "wrong" with the bed, the best analysis being that of Andre Gervais (1984).
Despite observations that the bed was "out of whack," no scholar has considered the historical relationship between this fact
and the Penrose discovery.2 Duchamp's bed is, in fact, a classic example of an impossible object done in 1916-1917, yet the
Penroses' paper was published in 1958! Duchamp's example predates the Penrose discovery by forty years.
One must ask: could the Penroses have been influenced by Duchamp's bed? My research, although not conclusive, offers
strong circumstantial evidence that the answer may be "yes." If such is the case, we have located an unusual example of an
artist's influence on scientists. Until now, Duchamp has only been credited with having been influenced by scientists and
mathematicians-namely, Poincaré and various texts on perspective (Adcock, 1984; Henderson, 1983).
Part I of Rhonda Roland Shearer's essay was originally published in
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As in a British detective story, our investigation of a possible Apolinère Enameled/impossible figure
connection carries us back to 1958, the date of publication of the Penroses' article on "impossible figures."
Lionel and Roger Penrose's close relative, Roland Penrose, was a well-known British artist and was the first
British collector to own Duchamp's works.3 Materials owned by Roland Penrose included Duchamp's Box in
a Valise, a miniature museum enclosing all of Duchamp's major works in a collapsible portable display case.
This Bôite en Valise, as it is also known, was eventually produced in an edition of three hundred and
included, among its sixty-eight works, a reproduction of Apolinère Enameled.
The year 1958 was a busy time for Duchamp in England. British artist, Richard Hamilton, had proposed to
Duchamp that he create a typographical version and translation of the famous Green Box Notes. Duchamp had visited
Roland Penrose's house and knew him very well (R. Hamilton, personal communication, Fall, 1997).4 In the meantime,
Hamilton himself was often at Roland's home. Lionel and Roger Penrose enter the story at this point. Tony Penrose
(personal communication, Fall, 1997), Roland's son, testifies that Duchamp was at their home on more than one occasion.5
More significantly, Roger, and especially Lionel Penrose, were often at Roland's as well, playing chess and engaging in lively
intellectual conversations. According to Tony Penrose, discussions of optical illusions, a subject that greatly interested both
Roland and Lionel, inspired them to treat the topic in their writing (Penrose, 1973).
Thus, as the detective announces before confronting the suspect in a murder mystery, we have motive, means and
opportunity. Given Lionel and Roger Penrose's shared interest (also held by Roland) in visual illusions (motive); their
frequent meetings (opportunity); and Roland's apparent enthusiasm for Duchamp's work (means); it is likely that Roland
Penrose showed Lionel and Roger the Apolinère Enameled work before or at the time of the 1958 publication of their
discovery. If Lionel and Roger had, in fact, seen the bed in Apolinère Enameled before their publication, two interpretations
seem plausible: (1) they saw the bed in 1958 but did not notice its status as an overt example of an impossible figure before
they wrote their article; or (2) they noted the bed, talked about the phenomenon of ambiguity in dimensional representation
and then devised and published the general category of impossible figures. I vote for the second. In a recent conversation,
Roger Penrose told me that he was familiar with the idea that Apolinère Enameled was an impossible figure, but did not
remember when he first recognized this (personal communication, Fall, 1997). Tony Penrose agrees with me that the second
scenario seems more likely, and that his father probably discussed Duchamp's optical illusions with Lionel and Roger in the
course of the brandy and chess conversations that often took place in his family home.
I have no smoking gun, but all the circumstantial evidence leads to the conclusion that Lionel and Roger Penrose's scientific
discovery may have been influenced by the artist Duchamp. The dates speak for themselves. Duchamp deliberately used a
distinctive example of an impossible figure in 1916-1917. Duchamp's knowledge and artistic expression of the phenomenon
of ambiguity in dimensional representations thus occurred some forty years before the Penrose article. Moreover, the year
that the Penroses published their paper was the very same year that they probably had seen Duchamp's bed at Roland
Penrose's house. This fact, however, does not detract from the importance of the Penroses' discovery. Duchamp's
demonstration provided one example of an impossible figure.6 The Penroses joined this with an entire category of optical
illusions and coined the term "impossible figure." My point here is only to suggest one possible influence of an artist's work
upon a scientific discovery. The more typical course of influence runs the other way, from science to art, as is well
documented in art history.
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Duchamp himself had an intense interest in perceptual ambiguity and optical illusions and constructed a
number of scientifically original related devices and machines.7 In 1935, he entered an annual Paris
inventor's salon with his Rotorelief discs-cardboard circles designed to be spun on a phonograph turntable
(d'Harnoncourt & McShine, 1973, p. 15). The varied designs appear to lift spontaneously and to recede
between two and three dimensions. From his twelve Rotorelief designs, we would not, at first, suspect that
these discs were anything more than a two-dimensional pattern. Only from another perspective, that of the
discs actually spinning, does this two-dimensional design surprise us-as we learn that the flat, twodimensional image can become dimensionally unstable, seeming to change with its movements from two to
three dimensions and back again. A Rotorelief was, in fact, included in the Bôite en Valise, providing another
optical illusion piece by Duchamp that might have prompted Roland Penrose to share his Bôite collection with Lionel and
Roger Penrose.8
The story of Apolinère Enameled not ony records an artist's possible influence on a scientist's discovery, it also marks, like
the rest of Duchamp's life and work, a possible influence of science upon an artist. Duchamp said that he acquired the
Sapolin sign for Apolinère Enameled and altered the letters. Despite vigorous research and detective work, no other copy of
this sign has ever been found. The closest example, discovered by artist Sherrie Levine, was a Sapolin paint sign, with the
same bed and similar lettering, but with only a plain black background (see Illustration 3).9 We can easily surmise why the
bed was given its peculiar form by the paint company. Even though the bed is an "impossible figure," it was obviously
rendered this way (without an interruption of the footboard's rungs by the back mattress rail) for greater ease in stamping out
the metal form from a template. Duchamp's eye must have seized upon the resulting transition from manufacturing necessity
to perceptual absurdity as a good example of how a dimensional representation or individual fixed perspective fails to
embody truth in nature, forcing us to actively employ our minds to "see."
Duchamp, throughout his life, insisted that he hated "retinal art," preferring the "non-retinal beauty of grey matter" (Schwarz,
1969a, pp. 18-19). Given his insistence that the reafymades were "completely grey matter," Duchamp continued to be
amazed that people stubbornly praised their beauty (as in the tradition of "retinal art")-in direct opposition to his
pronouncements (see Hulton, 1993-June 21, 1967, Camfield p. 16410). In fairness, Duchamp never explained how the
cerebral beauty of the "moves," "patterns" and "schematics" that he discerned in both chess and art actually related to his
readymades (Schwarz, 1969a, pp. 68-69). He claimed that chess playing and art were unconscious processes, removed
from the senses and, therefore, fourth dimensional.11 Literal chess pieces or other objects were three-dimensional, and any
schematic or plan that would map the movements of these three- and four-dimensional ideas or objects (visible or invisible)
was two-dimensional. Creativity was a ninety-degree hinged rotation, moving from the four-dimensional unconscious idea to
the three-dimensional pattern, with the two-dimensioanl schematic map capturing both and acting as an intermediary
between the invisible and the visible-a means of bringing forth a discovery as well as memorializing the discovery in a form
for others ("spectators") to see with their fourth-dimensional minds (Sanouillet & Peterson, 1973, p. 92).
Duchamp states that his readymades, like Apolinère Enameled, the urinal, bottle rack, snow shovel, etc., are "threedimensional shadows" of his "fourth-dimensional" Large Glass mechanism (see Illustration 4 outlining the parts of the Glass)
( as cited in Cabanne, 1967, p. 40). The Large Glass (created between 1915-1923) and notes (mostly completed between
1911-1915)12 were Duchamp's masterpiece, also entitled The Bride Stripped Bare By Her Bachelors, Even. Duchamp often
repeated that to understand his project one had to put the Large Glass and the notes together: "the conjunction of the two
things (Glass and Notes) entirely removes the retinal aspect that I don't like. It was very logical" (as cited in Cabanne, 1967,
pp. 42-43).
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But how could readymades be third-dimension shadows of his fourth-dimension Large Glass machine? For
an answer we can look to the great mathematician of the late-nineteenth and early-twentieth century, Henri
Poincaré, who continues to be regarded as one of history's great mathematicians, was also a famous
popularizer of scientific ideas. Many artists, at the beginning of modern art in the early-twentieth century,
knew and discussed Poincaré's works (Henderson, 1983). Poincaré had developed a specific geometric
technique (see Illustration 5), where two-dimensional shadows could be used to express the existence of a
three-dimensional sphere without the observer ever actually seeing the three-dimensional object (Davis,
1993, pp. 138-139).13 From a two-dimensional creature's perspective, by mentally putting together (in a
series) the relations of two-dimensional shadows projected from the sphere, we can, through logic,
extrapolate and therefore "know" or see in our minds the higher dimensional object.14
Duchamp had also said that he wanted the titles of his readymades "to carry the mind of the spectator towards other regions
more verbal" (Sanouillet & Peterson, 1973, pp. 141-142). For Duchamp, one cannot physically see the fourth dimension
(Sanouillet & Peterson, p. 98). For two-dimensional creatures, Poincaré's 2-D shadows would lead to the 3-D sphere only if
they were to use the inductive powers of their minds to "see" the existence of a sphere they could never physically perceive.
According to Poincaré's definition of shadow projections, and by dimensional analogy, we should be able to use Duchamp's
3-D readymade shadows to lead ourselves to the higher fourth-dimensional perspective of the Large Glass. Duchamp
defined the fourth-dimension as as beyond direct sensory experience, whereas the second and third dimensions can be
experienced by the senses (Sanouillet & Peterson, 1973, p. 98).15 In other words, two-dimensional creatures would have to
use their minds to evaluate the relations among the sizes of the shadow circles in order to get to the sphere; and by analogy,
we have to use our minds to evaluate the relations among the readymades to mentally "see" or understand what the Large
Glass is in the fourth dimension.
Let us return to what Duchamp called his "rectified readymade," Apolinère Enameled. Think of it as a shadow of the Large
Glass, as defined by Poincaré in his projection technique (see Davis, 1993). Will it bridge the different dimensions and
enable us to see beyond our three-dimensional limited perspectives to the next higher dimension?
Gervais (1984, p. 115) has made the general observation that the bed is an "impossible object." One assumes, since he
does not cite "impossible figure or object" as a psychological category of optical illusions, that he uses this term as a
vernacular description of the perspective problems in the bed without linking them to the Penroses' formal idea and term.
Gervais cites three problems: (1) the right foot of the headboard is attached to the front mattress rail; (2) the back mattress
rail cuts diagonally from the mattress rail; and (3) the painted rungs, four in the footboard and five in the headboard, should
be equal in number, but are not (p. 115). I had to make a three-dimensional model of the Apolinère Enameled room and
objects and do a computer analysis of the entire picture in order to realize that these three problems (that Gervais and I had
noticed independently) are not the only examples of false perspective with respect to the bed. Moreover, the entire room-the
rug, the dresser, the walls, the girl-is all "out of whack." (I discovered that even the reflection in the mirror of the back of the
girl's head that Duchamp said was "missing" cannot be right when you consider the necessary angles for reflections and the
girl's closeness to the wall.) Although we accept the whole picture as a Gestalt, each individual object, in relation to the
others, exists in an independent world that we have to force ourselves to see.
Part I of Rhonda Roland Shearer's essay was originally published in
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Faulty depth clues in the bed provide the most obvious "shadow" (analogous to a single circle in the sphere's
projection) of this readymade. Now we must find the others which will, like the series of circles in Poincaré's
projection, follow in a false and deceptive perspective similar to that of the bed. But one immediately finds
that it is impossible to simply fix the perspective. You have to choose a part, the headboard or footboard of
the bed for example, and then adjust everything else to this choice as a set of projection lines. No single
perspective is correct or immediately correctable. We must select one part, adjust the rest to it and create a
new whole (see Illustrations 6A and 6B).16 Using the footboard in A and the headboard in B (as my choices),
all else in the room shifts. Contrast 6A and 6B with Illustration 2 of the original Apolinère Enameled. Note the
startling differences. Due to the power of the false perspective clues, you have to fight your retinal vision and
force your mind to make careful comparisons in order to see what are, paradoxically, very real and obvious differences that
continually slip away from direct perception. Making point by point comparisons, you will be surprised by how "stupid" your
vision is, and how willingly (lamb to slaughter) you go along with the seductive power of false and ambiguous perceptual
clues.
In order to see the differences between 6A and 6B in the clearest way, I made overhead transparencies of the original
Apolinère Enameled and the two changed versions (6A and 6B). Then, two at a time, I held them up to a lamp, allowing the
overlay to reveal the differences in locations of the objects thus revealing what is "corrected" from only two perspectives (6A
and 6B). (One could play this out in other ways, by choosing the dresser top or the back mattress rail, obtaining very different
perspective results each time.) For example, in 6B, where the headboard is the fixed object, note that the footboard dips
below the picture frame, pulling the side mattress rail toward you. The dresser also dips slightly along with dresser's top left
edge. The footboard version, 6A, reveals even more dramatic alterations, as the headboard and girl wheel over to the right
and back toward the wall. The dresser, this time, moves up and out of the picture.
James Nazz, the computer graphics specialist who did the computer analysis for me, was amazed. In his efforts to put
everything into a "correct" perspective, he quickly realized how "off" everything was despite how "correct" it looked. Upon
further investigation, he observed that this effect was created by certain key alterations or "tweakings" made to create a
correct appearance and fool the eye. What better test of a spectator's non-retinal resolve, and what better demonstration of
the overt failure of the retinal could we cite, than the deceptive Gestalt of Duchamp's Apolinère Enameled. But this work
represents only one readymade shadow from Duchamp's Large Glass machine. What about the rest of the series? Do the
others similarly deceive our eyes and require our minds in order to see?
Before discussing the other readymades and exploring their important connection to both Poincaré's notion of "tout fait"
(translated as "readymade" in English) and Duchamp's use of both words ("tout fait" and "readymade"), I want to mention
Poincaré's notion of how the unconscious formulates our perspectives (see Poincaré, 1908, pp. 62-63; Schwarz, 1969a,
pp.2, 88, 90). According to Poincaré, we do not live in just one single perspective, but "the aggregate of our muscular
sensations will depend upon as many variables as we have muscles. From this point of view motor space would have as
many dimensions as we have muscles" (emphasis original). Because we have so many simultaneous perspectives at any
given time, all thes views are stitched together and only emerge as one after being chosen and integrated by the
unconscious.
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This is a good description of what happens to us when looking at Apolinère Enameled. From all the
ambiguous depth and perspective clues, our unconscious selects and integrates one view that becomes our
consciously accepted reality and disregards the now irrelevant information. In other words, mixed
perspective "signals" are sorted through and the most likely one is unconsciously chosen. Upon this
selection, the other (now conflicting) signals are downgraded to "noise" and are overridden by the one fixed
view. The unconscious "choice" is not a replication of reality, but only a "best choice" among ambiguous
clues or signals-a procedure that works well most of the time.
As in Illustration 1, the impossible cube example, one ordinarily does not have to see all the corners and
edges to note the logical congruence of a typical cube. We can guess. Just as with the sphere projection of shadows, once
we learn the shadow pattern from experience, we don not have to actually see the sphere. Interpolation-or filling in the
blanks-is the modus operandi of perception. The key, however, according to Poincaré (1908), lies in not accepting everything
"readymade" from the unconscious. For no matter how inspired an unconscious intuition might be, Poincaré insists that we
still need conscious logic, or to use Poincaré's exact words, "verification by measure and experiment" (pp. 62-63).
Let us temporarily suspend our attachment to the traditional view that "readymades" mean easily purchased, manufactured
objects and consider Poincaré definition of "readymade" as our new hypothesis for what Duchamp meant by the term. We
soon see that Poincaré's definition of a "readymade series" leads us to knowledge of the true mechanism of the Large Glass,
just as the series of shadows of the circles leads us to the sphere. Poincaré defines "readymade" as one stage of a larger
process of creativity. Moreover, he claims that discovery in any field (art or science) operates identically to the larger-scale,
machine-like creativity of universal nature itself.
According to Poincaré (1908), all systems-from the largest (Milky Way) to the smallest (gaseous molecules)-operate like
"probabilistic systems of chance) (pp. 254-255). In fact, modern chaos theory is based on Poincaré's idea of probabilistic
systems. Beyond Newton's simple world view of cause equals effect, in Poincaré's probabilistic world of "unstable
equilibriums," small differences in "initial conditions" create indeterminate or chance results (Ruelle, 1991, p. 45). Poincaré
offers roulette and the weather as examples of these systems: small muscular differences that occur while spinning the
roulette wheel can greatly effect, in a way that we cannot measure, the red or black outcome; similarly, the smallest item
falling in one geographical location can effect the weather on the other side of the world six months later. Although we may
be able to predict that a cyclone will occur, we cannot determine exactly when or where it will occur (Poincaré, 1908, pp. 6870).
Individual creativity, Poincaré (1908) tells us, operates similarly. There are three distinct steps, and one intermediate step (p.
56). Conscious Step 1 includes the discoverer's desire, the facts of nature and conventional law as the initial conditions.
Unconscious Step 2 entails the disaggregation of these facts of nature, law and desire into gaseous-like molecules which
bounce and randomly collide, forming new combinations.17 The next step falls in between Unconscious Step 2 and
Conscious Step 3, where, if you are a genius, unconscious sieves choose the "right combination" while the conscious mind
does nothing, and these combinations (gaseous molecules in a new aggregate) drop like "sudden illumination" (converting
from gas to ideas) into the conscious mind, as if "readymade" (pp. 62-63).18
Poincaré explains that ideas seem readymade, in part at least, because they suddenly drop from the unconscious mind into
consciousness and appear disconnected from conscious effort. But, Poincaré declares, the idea is not "readymade," nor is it
to be trusted and declared a discovery, until Conscious Step 3 is performed-that is, conscious verification by measure and
experiment (pp. 62-63). When we adopt Poincaré's definition of "readymades" as part of a larger creative process that
requires both unconscious "intuitive choice" and critical thinking, we are led to conclude that Duchamp's three-dimensional
"readymades" are intended to represent shadows of his fourth-dimensional creativity machine! The Large Glass is an
(observable) three-dimensioanl slice of the (invisible) fourth-dimensional universal system of creativity in nature.
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Duchamp acknowledged in his notes that he was aware of "Poincaré cuts" (Sanouillet & Peterson, 1973, p.
94).19 A Poincaré cut is a method invented by Poincaré, similar to his use of two-dimensional shadows, to
convey an invisible three-dimensional sphere. A 3-D Poincaré cut allows us to visually represent a moment
or "snapshot" of a fourth-dimensional non-linear system that could not be physically seen from our limited,
human perspective (Diacu & Holmes, 1996, pp. 34-41) (see Illustrations 7A and 7B). A Poincaré cut is a
window into a system of chance and complexity, which captures emergent patterns of randomly-generated
order. A simple set of conditions may initiate the original process (as in roulette, we begin with a spin of a
wheel, gravity, a ball bouncing against metal pins, etc.), but soon the resulting dynamic of actions and effects
transcends any obvious connection to the original simplicity of the initial conditions. Similarly, Duchamp, from
1911-1915, wrote an initial set of notes (his initial conditions) from which he generated both a system and all his major work
for the rest of his life. For example, "a clock in profile," first written about before 1915, does not return as an object until the
1960s. The cryptic note, "Given 1. the waterfall, 2. the illuminating gas," is written before 1915, yet we do not learn of the
existence of this work until his death in 1968 (Duchamp, 1960, pp. 3, 4, 94).
By putting out a "net" and mapping return movements within large and small probabilistic systems across time and space
(whether these be Duchamp's creative movements, the movements of the Milky Way or the fluctuations of gaseous
molecules) we, in effect, have "tamed chance," because such maps reveal order within seemingly overwhelming
randomness from our 3-D human perspective. Using a probabilistic mechanism for his creativity, initial conditions in
Duchamp's mock system operate just as in roulette, or the weather. Given his original notes (his initial conditions), we can
make fairly good predictions. However, neither we nor Duchamp himself could have said exactly what or when. Perhaps this
was the joke when Duchamp (1960, p. 97) said he would plan "a kind of rendezvous" with his readymades.20
People familiar with Duchamp's writing and works know that he was extremely interested in chance (he even wrote a note
about "canned chance") (Duchamp, 1960, p. 87) Chance, in science, need not be synonymous with the vernacular definition
of randomness. During Poincaré's period-that is, when Duchamp recorded his initial notes in 1911-1915-one common
meaning of chance referred to our inability to exactly predict an outcome due to our limited perspective and our incomplete
knowledge of nature. Probabilistic systems are called "indeterminate determinism" because if we knew everything we could
determine everything; but such knowledge is impossible since the smallest initial variations (which can never be completely
known or measured) can create large-scale effects.
Although constraints of length debar me from going into great detail in this essay, I will present evidence indicating that
Duchamp's Large Glass is a "Poincaré cut" of Poincaré's "unstable equilibrium" of universal creativity. Moreover, I will
demonstrate that Duchamp's "readymades" are three-dimensional shadows from his creativity machine, intended to lead us
toward a fourth-dimensional realization of the significance and meaning of his Large Glass.
Before one can discover anything new, one has to suspend present beliefs in order to surpass them. In Poincaré's
mechanism of discovery (and in his striking and admittedly curious metaphor), this leap takes the form of a disaggregation
and remixing of gaseous molecules. Duchamp proclaimed that he "doubted everything" (Tompkins, 1965, p. 17) and did not
"believe in fixed positions" (Cabanne, 1967, p. 89). How can we believe in a single dominant perspective if, as we have
learned from Apolinère Enameled, any one perspective is actually a combination of perspectives chosen by the unconscious,
susceptible to error and capable of improvement, as is amply demonstrated by the changing history of ideas. If doubt, as
Duchamp believed, is fundamental to the beginning of the discovery process, then perhaps the readymades were the seeds
of doubt he sowed. If we find that the rest of the readymades are in the "wrong perspective" and have fooled us, the seeds of
doubt should bear fruit in a full-scale inquiry into The Large Glass machine (identified by Duchamp as the source of his
readymades.)
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When we follow Duchamp's recommendations and put the Large Glass and notes together (see Illustration
4), we see that Duchamp describes, in text and image, a Poincaré machine of chance. Speaking of the
"Pendu" Bride in the top half of the Glass, Duchamp tells us, as Poincaré does about his machine, that his
"Pendu" mechanism is "extremely sensitive to differences" in "meteorological" influences (Duchamp, 1960,
p. 19; emphasis original). The "Pendu" (add -lum for pendulum or -le for pendule, in French) is shaped like a
"double pendulum." Like the weather, the double pendulum is always used as a key example of the marriage
of irregularity and order in a chaotic system (see Illustration 7B). Duchamp's sketch of his "Pendu" is, in fact,
identical to the double pendulum of chaos theory (Peterson, 1993, pp. 160-165).
Duchamp, moreover, uses Poincaré's exact, technical term "unstable equilibrium" to describe his machine (Matisse, 1980,
note 15; Poincaré, 1908, pp. 67-68). The vapor cloud emitted from Pendu's "swinging to and fro" (Duchamp, 1960, p. 16), he
calls the "Milky Way" which, like the pendulum, is an example of a probabilistic system (p. 26). The "draft pistons," the three
window-like cuts in the Milky Way cloud, Duchamp calls the "nets" or "triple cipher" (p. 27). Duchamp claims that he made
the draft pistons by using netted fabric with dots and placing the fabric in front of three literal (and open) windows, with air
currents blowing through. The three resulting "snapshots" (his words) captured subtle differences in the movements. Chaos
scientists similarly refer to "Poincaré cuts" as "snapshots" of probabilistic systems of chance (Peterson, 1993, pp. 160-165).
For both Duchamp and Poincaré, it is the initial conditions, and the forces of air resistance and gravity, which create irregular
and irrational movement in the pendulum (Peterson, pp. 160-165). For his draft pistons (Poincaré cuts) within the Milky Way
(a large-scale probabilistic system), Duchamp mockingly borrows from his Pendu (pendulum) the effects of "air currents"
(Duchamp, 1960, p. 18). These currents create irregularities of motion and literally represent all scales of probabilistic
systems in nature (vapor as microcosmic, pendulum as intermediary human scale, and the Milky Way as macrocosmic-all
scales are impacted by the small effects of their initial conditions).
Look at Duchamp's three Poincaré cuts in his Milky Way system (see again the cloud shape in Illustration 4). They closely
resemble the Poincaré cut shown in Illustration 7A (see also Illustration 8 showing one of Duchamp's draft piston
photographs). Poincaré frequently used the very same examples to illustrate nature's three major scales: the Milky Way, dust
in fluid, and gaseous molecules-all of which are probabilistic systems whose Poincaré cuts would look alike (see Illustration
7A).
However random the movement in a probabilistic system, the Poincaré cut proves that something remains constant across
vast scales. Poincaré states that this intangible "something" allows us to recognize that, despite any overt changes that we
perceive in nature, it is only our concept of nature's laws that really changes. Nature itself always remains essentially the
same. For both Poincaré and Duchamp, the creativity game is played by changing our perspectives in two ways. We may
manufacture and choose our perspectives in our unconscious but, at the same time, we must explicitly recognize and
challenge our beliefs in order to be able to change perspectives and win the game by making discoveries and innovations.
Since "logic proves" whereas "intuition discovers," we need both conscious logic and unconscious intuition to be creative
(Poincaré, 1908. p. 129).
Duchamp's Large Glass includes all four of Poincaré's examples of probabilistic systems-the top half of the Bride has the
pendulum, gaseous molecules (vapor) and the Milky Way; and the bottom half has dust in fluid and gaseous molecules.
Duchamp made the sieves in the Large Glass (see Illustration 9) function just as Poincaré described in his theory of the
unconscious creative process. In the Large Glass, the "sieves" are the only visibly active part of the machine. Duchamp used
actual dust in lacquer fluid to represent gaseous molecules ("illuminating gas") in his sieves, employing the same analogy for
"invariance" within nature (despite nature's overt changes of scale) that Poincaré characteristically uses. We note that the
dust increases in density from the first to the last sieve. The last sieve occupies that critical point of final unconscious choice
of a new perspective which will be launched, as if "readymade," into the conscious mind of the discoverer.
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Following Poincaré's (1908, pp. 53-55) insistence that readymade "sudden illuminations" and "right
combinations" come in rare, limited "series," Duchamp consciously limited the production of his readymades.
Duchamp even wrote a note reminding himself to "limit the number of readymades yearly" (Duchamp, 1960,
p. 98).
Before 1915, when he first uses the word "readymade" in direct connection with his objects, Duchamp refers
to a "readymade" series, out of his Large Glass machine, as an "operation" of choice (Duchamp, 1960, p.
98; Schwarz, 1969b, pp.2, 88, 90).21 Duchamp's emphasis on choice goes back to his 1917 public
statement following the rejection of his fountain urinal from the Society of Independent Artists' Exhibition.
Duchamp wrote that the important thing was that "Mr. Mutt CHOSE" it (emphasis original) (Schwarz, 1969a, p. 43).22
Duchamp, like Poincaré, often repeated that it was the unconscious mind that "chooses." According to Duchamp, "because
the subconscious attends to the choice-in reality everything has happened before your decision" (see Hulton, 1993-Dec. 8,
1961, p. 62). Duchamp states that the "readymade" "chooses you" (Roberts, 1968, p. 62) and is "pulled out" from the
unconscious (Clearwater, 1991, p. 53). If we use Poincaré's definition of the "unconscious choosing" of a new idea or
perspective, Duchamp's comments are no longer contradictory. The "readymade" would seem to "skip earlier stages (of
conscious work) and come to its final conclusion," readymade for verification (measure and experiment by us) just as
Duchamp claimed (see Hulton, 1993-June 16, 1966). If the unconscious mind does the choosing, artists are literally
"mediumistic beings" in a state of "complete anesthesia" (absence of conscious mind) and would avoid relying upon the
"hand, taste or style" which Duchamp frequently stated was his creative goal (Sanouillet & Peterson, 1973, pp. 138, 141).
Duchamp makes the same point when he argues that conscious "indifference" is the "common factor" among all
readymades: "if you arrive at a state of indifference...at that moment it becomes a 'readymade'" (see Hulton, 1993-June 21,
1967). Obviously, if the choice occurs in the unconscious, Duchamp is correct to conclude that "no intention or object is in
view" during this selection process, and that readymade ideas are only subsequently "unloaded" into the conscious mind
(see Hulton, 1993-July 1, 1996). When Duchamp declared that readymades are "manufactured goods," he neglected to
inform us that the manufacturing was occurring in the machinery of the unconscious (Hahn, 1966, p. 10).23
Duchamp's most contradictory statements will be explored later in my paper. For the moment, if we find, as we do, that the
Apolinère Enameled is not what it initially seemed to be from the vantage point of our first unconscious choice of perspective,
then perhaps, using Poincaré's definition of readymade, we should critically examine all the other readymade objects to see
whether a strategy of consistent "doubt" leads us both to a fuller understanding of Duchamp's Large Glass (a discovery
machine) and to a discovery of our own about the relationship of the readymades to the Glass.
Let us first take Duchamp's Why Not Sneeze Rrose Sélavy? (1921) (see Illustration 10). He tells us that it is a purchased
birdcage to which he added a cuttlebone, marble "sugar cubes," and a thermometer. Given the skepticism that follows from
our investigation of Apolinère Enameled, the suspicion arises that, although we have always accepted the presupposition
that Duchamp bought it readymade and did not change it, this assumption is likely to prove false. The evidence that
Duchamp did, indeed, alter the birdcage is right before us (see Illustration 10). The wires across the top edge have obviously
been clipped off and cut to reduce the size of the cage. As in the case of the bed of Apolinère Enameled, we are now looking
at an impossible birdcage. Examine the object non-retinally and try to imagine a bird that could fit within this cage. Look at
the perches in relation to the cage. What bird could sit on these? Consider also the cuttlebone's absurd size in relation to the
cage-the cuttlebone is bigger than the implied bird should or could be; it towers above the cage, obviously oversized.
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What about Duchamp's snow shovel (1915) (see Illustrations 11A and 11B). 11A is allegedly the original
readymade, photographed in Duchamp's studio. But look at the shaft. It is square. Now compare this squareshafted shovel to 11B, the snow shovel that Duchamp really did purchase in a hardware store, in accordance
with the explicit request of his collector, Katherine Dreier, in 1945 (Schwarz, 1997). The shaft of the snow
shovel 11B is round; but every drawing and reproduction since has had a square shaft like the lost original in
the photograph. I stared and stared at these shovels, keeping the hypothesis in mind that something was
wrong with the perspective. I knew that something looked fishy about the hanging shovel's size (see
Illustration 11A). If the bicycle wheel in the foreground is approximately 26½ inches in diameter and the
wheel from one of his optical machines (Rotary Glass Plates, 1920) in the background is about 13 inches
(these approximate measurements were available), how could the shovel in the middle be full-size in relation to the other
measurements?24 But it was not until I imagined picking up the square-shafted shovel and using it that I realized what was
wrong. No wonder that Ducahmp sardonically titled this "readymade" In Advance of the Broken Arm. Hand tools, brooms,
and shovels all have round shafts and a slip-in, male into female connection. But 11A, unlike 11B, has a bolt and anchoring
sleeve above the shovel blade, attaching it to the handle.
My almost completed research into the history of tools confirms my suspicions that Duchamp changed the snowshovel's
shaft. Duchamp scholar Molly Nesbit (1991) used Illustration 12A to demonstrate a typical tool design book from the period
when Duchamp was educated in France (see Illustration 12A). Note that every real tool looks like snowshovel 11B, the one
that Duchamp truly purchased in the store-round shaft handle, and typical male/female connection of shaft to shovel (Nesbit,
1991, pp. 351-385).
For my study of Duchamp's Hat Rack (1917) and Trap (coat rack, 1917, titled, Trébuchet, a French word for trap in chess,
where a pawn is sacrificed in the interest of a larger strategy), I have completed research on hooks in general and hat racks
and coat racks specifically. Hooks, by definition, either go up or run straight. In hundreds of examples, I have never seen a
hook curving down (which makes sense, for if you try to hang a hat or a coat on a downward hook, the item is likely to fall
off!) (See Illustrations 13A and 13B). Duchamp's hooks go the wrong way! Duchamp admits that he changed the orientation
of the coat rack, claiming that he nailed it to the floor because he kept tripping over it. The main hook goes down and the two
smaller hooks go up. If we try to turn the coat rack around to correct this, then the two small hooks go down and the large
one goes up. (The hooks even vary, the last middle hook is bent up and unusable.)
As he claimed for the snowshovel, Duchamp claims that he lost both the original Hat Rack and Trap (coat rack). What I have
illustrated here in 13A and 13B are, allegedly, the originals hanging in his studio.25 The Hat Rack looks, even at first glance,
like a counterfeit. And the perspective shown in the Hat Rack cannot be correct. Look at the distortion and incorrect
perspective in the arrangement of hooks illustrated in the Schwarz drawing from the original photo (see Illustration 14A).
How could the false perspective of the drawing and original photograph be translated in the reproduction of a symmetrical
"hat rack" with six equal hooks when the drawing and photograph showed five varied sizes of hooks and an impossible
configuration, and overlap?
I am presently doing a computer version of Duchamp's Hat Rack which will display this distortion from different perspectives
in order to clarify my point. (See Illustrations 14C and 14D for historical examples of hooks from the late-nineteenth and
early-twentieth centuries.) In retrospect, Duchamp was right. The coat rack is a Trébuchet, a mental trap, set right in front of
us. We trip right over it, missing the fact that the main hook goes the wrong way. We do not see this because our fixed
perspective blinds us. We are told that the objects are a coat rack and a Hat Rack and we accept this claim. Duchamp's Hat
Rack should look like the one in Illustration 14B, which is the traditional Brentwood design implied by his Hat Rack. But think
about it. Make a mental picture of how 13A would have looked as an original Hat Rack in comparison with the 14B design.
Even if we mentally rotate and correct the hooks to go up, what constituted the rest of the hat rack's total form? What was on
top of the hook section structure? How did the hook section connect to a stand below? How could it make sense?
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The same applies to the putative original sign from Apolinère Enameled. What did the original ad show? The
Sapolin ad that Sherrie Levine found looks right as an ad design. But what about Apolinère Enameled, with a
black strip painted above and below to hold text and display the bed? It is difficult to imagine a proper sign
with the elements that Duchamp presents to us-bed, text and background painting. Given the complexity and
subtlety of the ambiguous perceptual clues, together with the label on the back of the sign, I suspect that
Duchamp may have painted the background. The label on the back states, "Wipe off with damp cloth."
Duchamp adds in his own hand, "Don't do that" (see Bonk, 1918). If the sign were enamel, it could be wipedafter all this is a sign to advertise enamel paint! But perhaps this altered label is a clue that it is not enamel,
and that the entire background painting, not just the changed letters at the top or bottom, are done in some
other kind of paint. If this is so, could we not conclude that Duchamp himself painted (or had someone paint) the
background?26
What about Fresh Widow (1920), a French window built by Duchamp? Real French windows open out. Duchamp's Fresh
Widow is put into by more than just an incorrect spelling and black covering where glass should be. His French windows in
Fresh Widow incorrectly open in, as signaled by the handle pulls and hinges.
As for the rest of the readymades, after considering my hypothesis, a person who requested to remain unnamed told me
(personal communication, Fall, 1997) that he had noted that the Bottlerack (1914) seemed to have the wrong number of
hooks and "that something seemed wrong" with the Bicycle Wheel on a stool, although he did not know exactly what.27
When I actually counted the Bottlerack hooks (using Duchamp's photograph of the "lost original"-a photo that scholars have
noted has an incorrect and artificially-placed shadow), I observed that, as compared with his later reproductions, the tiers
contain an odd number of hooks, asymmetrically distributed among the four quadrants in each tier of the rack (13, 10, 9, 9, 9,
in the five tiers, respectively). Would such an asymmetry cause bottles placed on the hooks to topple the bottle dryer due to
the unequal distribution of weight among the four quadrants or would the bottles overlap and therefore, make the rack not
fully functional? Both effects would be testable by putting bottles on the hooks and observing the results. All commercial
French bottle racks that I have seen contain an equal number of hooks in each quadrant of each tier. I am planning to alter
an existing rack to match Duchamp's original (which is probably what he did in the first place).
And what about the Bicycle Wheel on a stool? When I examined the various photos of the (alleged) second lost version in
Duchamp's studio and compared them with later readymade reproductions, I soon noted that in three different studio views,
the allegedly same stool had different rungs missing (See Illustrations 15A, 15B, 15C). Rungs emerge and disappear, in
whole and in part, essentially indicating that these photos represent either three different stools or doctored photographs.
Duchamp admitted that he retouched photographs. In the coat rack, this touching up is overt, although its purpose is not
clear. Since we know that Duchamp doctored some photographs, shouldn't we be skeptical about what we see (retinally) in
his other photographs, on the alert for other, perhaps undeclared, photographic alterations? In the case of the Bicycle Wheel
(1913), why has no one questioned the discrepancies among the three versions of what is supposed to be the original stool?
How can this "original" stool be considered a readymade from a store? And how, then, can it be used for further
reproductions? Moreover, how did all the alleged Bicycle Wheel on a stool "reproductions" get "reproduced" with no broken
or missing rungs? Was all this a test set by Duchamp for those doing the reproductions? Or did Duchamp allow the
production of complete stools in order to encourage us in our false assumption that a readymade is an unchanged everyday
object-the "I can also buy it at the store" artist's mythology?
One can also question the readymade entitled 50 cc of Paris Air (1919). This same unnamed person noted that the break at
the stem where the glass hook meets the glass bulb seemed suspicious. We both questioned wheteh hooks were part of the
standard design for this type of pharmacy vial, and I am presently doing research to find the answer. A second question
concerns the title of 50 cc of Paris Air. Why only 50cc's in the title, when the container apparently holds 125cc's (Bonk, 1989,
p. 202)?
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Kirk Varnedoe, Director of Paintings and Sculptures at the Museum of Modern Art, told me that, for his
High/Low exhibition, his researchers looked everywhere for readymades identical with Duchamp's "lost"
originals (personal communication, Fall, 1997). They were able to find only two "probable" examples of
Duchamp's Fountain urinal (1917) and his Comb (1916) (Varnedoe & Gopnick, 1991, pp. 272-278).
Duchamp claimed that his "Comb" was for dogs, but the research of Varnedoe's colleagues indicates that
this strange Comb (with such small teeth) was probably only part of a larger cow grooming device.
Duchamp's original Fountain urinal is supposedly shown in three photographs: (1) two in his studio,
strangely hanging from a door frame; and (2) the famous photo that Duchamp had taken by Alfred Steiglitz.
Inconsistency arises again in the case of these three photographs of the urinal; the three examples do not
seem to match. Moreover, whereas we observe only one set of holes in the "lost" original, the full-scale reproductions (and
some later versions for the Bôite) have two sets of holes, a design that is both traditional and necessary for flushing and
draining functions. I plan to do a computer analysis to try to match the two urinals in the two photographs in order to
determine whether or not they represent the same form.
According to Varnedoe (personal communication, Fall, 1997), scholars have often tried to replicate Duchamp's 3 Standard
Stoppages (1913-1914) (See Illustration 16). In this piece, Duchamp claims to have taken three meter length threads,
dropped them from a height of one meter, and then glued the resulting forms to blue canvas with drops of varnish. I dropped
meter threads too, following Duchamp's protocol, and never even got close to obtaining the results claimed by Duchamp.
Something was very wrong. I even cut additional threads and tried to match the curves in his three threads by superimposing
mine over his. The inherent elasticity of thread never allowed to exactly match the curves of his threads. Several times I
came fairly close to matching my thread to his; but as soon as I tried to replicate my "experiment," the thread would suddenly
become either too long or too short, a result apparently caused by the stretching or restraining efforts of my previous attempt.
It was a "crazy making" experience-neither dropping nor hand manipulation of the threads created predictable results or
replication. In fact, I am not sure how Duchamp was able to obtain his original results.
As for Duchamp's "lost" Underwood typewriter cover readymade (Traveler's Folding Item, 1916), Nesbit and Sawelson-Gorse
(1996) discovered an actual example from an Underwood company ad of this period. But again, when we compare
Duchamp's lost version with this official image, the shapes do not match. Duchamp's typewriter cover clearly does not
adhere to the slanting angles of an actual typewriter.
Finally, what about Duchamp's Pharmacy, a supposedly readymade landscape image, with two colored dots placed within
the background? When we look at various versions of the Pharmacy (1914) or read Duchamp's own commentaries on this
piece, sometimes he specifies red and yellow dots, but at other times, red and green. It all depends on which interview you
read, or which version you see (see Cabanne, 1967, p. 47; Sanouillet & Peterson, 1973, p. 41; Schwarz, 1969a, p. 445).28
Duchamp proclaimed that the ability of the unconscious to be creative was genetically inherited and could not be learned; he
compares not having this "esthetic echo" to being "color blind" and not being physically able to see red and green (see
Clearwater, 1991, p. 52). Is his Pharmacy readymade a "non-retinal vision exercise," where if we notice that red and green is
sometimes red and yellow-and that this inconsistency is part of a larger pattern of inconsistencies in his readymades-we are
led to the realization that the readymades are not merely unaltered manufactured objects? Do we pass the test by
understanding that they are three- and two-dimensional non-retinal objects that can be truly perceived and understood only
by the 4-D mind that questions the retinal? In the next issue of Art & Academe,29 Part II of this paper will address the "wrong
readymades" in their relation to the Large Glass and the 3 Standard Stoppages.
Part I of Rhonda Roland Shearer's essay was originally published in
Art & Academe (ISSN: 1020-7812), Vol. 10, No. 1 (Fall 1997): 26-62.
Copyright © 1997 Visual Arts Press Ltd.
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THE FRIENDS OF LAMBERT DOLPHIN

"O my brothers and my sisters, gather around me that I may tell the tale
of the Before-Time, of the Golden Age when the gods walked upon the
earth with us. Know then that in those ancient days, long before even the
grandfather of our Pharaoh's grandfather was born, Osiris the greatgrandson of Ra sat upon the throne of the gods, ruling over the living
world as Ra did over the gods...All peoples praised Osiris and Isis, and
peace reigned over all, for this was the Golden Age"
(http://touregypt.net/godsofegypt/legendofosiris.htm)
Certain occult powers of our modern world are seriously attempting to re-write
ancient history wherein the pre-Egyptian civilization of Osiris is identiﬁed as
Atlantis. In line with the portrayal of Osiris as part god, part human, New-Agers
today -- including some NASA afﬁliates -- are promoting the Atlanteans, previous to
establishing themselves as humans on Earth, as aliens from another planet. These
are viewed as the gods.
In some circles, the Atlanteans are said to have been native to Mars, and this
fabulous theory may be the root of NASA's spending (and wasting) large fractions
of its space dollars seeking traces of past life and/or water on Mars i.e. so that the
Atlantean theory (and atheistic evolution as the bottom line) can be advanced all the
more. Just don't expect those involved with this agenda to announce it to the news
media...until they get their "proof," for example, the human-like face photographed
on the Martian surface in 1976, which was released to the media as a ﬁre storm of
debate.
We fully expect atheistic evolutionists or occultists to be involved in these fantasies.
But judging from Lambert Dolphin's huge Christian website, as it is now
(http://www.ldolphin.org), one wouldn't suspect that he had worked closely with
such devilish organizations. In fact, Dolphin claims to be a Creationist through his
articles, and yet not a few websites of others reveal that he was the co-founder of a
Mars Investigation project...the goal of which was to discover the plausibility of the
pyramid- and face-like structures on Mars originating from intelligent, alien life.
Project leaders wished to link both the structures and the aliens to earthly pyramids
and civilizations, especially those of Egypt. And that's where the Atlanteans come
in. To that end, in and shortly after 1976, men connected with the occult (e.g. Mark

Lehner) obtained privilege to hands-on investigations at Giza, the location of the
Great Pyramid and the Great Sphinx. By 1990, there was a serious attempt (by
John West) to re-write Egyptian history...namely, dating the sphinx to a preEgyptian era that would coincide more closely to an alleged Atlantean era.
You will ﬁnd the following quote at various internet websites: "Dr. Dolphin was
captivated by Hoagland's idea of a 'Martian Sphinx' - the Face - and , in 1983, was
instrumental in helping Hoagland set up the Independent Mars Investigation
Project under the aegis of SRI [Stanford Research Institute]." In the decade
previous to his co-founding the Mars Project, Mr. Dolphin had been working at the
Great Sphinx (in Giza) as the leader of Stanford Research Institute. I've already
mentioned in a previous chapter that Stanford was founded by the British
Illuminati.
Mr. Dolphin is also a devotee of the Jerusalem-Temple rebuilding program. It is no
secret that Freemasons and Illuminatists, especially of the British kind, are zealous
for this rebuilding program because they hope to usher in a (counterfeit) Biblical
Millennium. But how many know that Illuminatists have partnered themselves with
Christian dispensationalists in this cause? By "dispensationalist," I'm referring to
pre-tribulationists. What the Illuminatists hope and strive for from the
dispensationalists is their gathering of support, both ﬁnancial and moral, from the
Christian masses.
What better way is there to use dispensationalists than to have Illuminatists pose as
such and in that posture promote the Temple-rebuilding program as an inevitable
and God-desired fulﬁllment of Biblical prophecy? (But it is not God's will to have
the Ezekiel Temple built until after Armageddon). If the Illuminatists can moreover
make the rebuilding project appear as a Christian and/or a Jewish one, rather than
an Illuminati project, all the better to do what they do best, disguise their
involvement in their own plots.
How many know that leading dispensationalists, such as Tim LaHaye, have been
secretly involved with the Moonies in the highest levels of American politics?
LaHaye is not only an author of the "Left Behind" series of books, but was a
founder of the secretive Council for National Policy (CNP), a
Conservative/Republican wing increasingly reported as being pitted with, and/or
supported by, Illuminatists, Freemasons of the Christian kind, and KingdomNow/Dominionist advocates.
The deﬁnition of an "Illuminatist" is a wealthy/inﬂuential person with occult/cultish
tendencies and claiming to have superior truth, knowledge and wisdom for to
spread among the masses. Dangerous are the "illuminated" Rosicrucians, for they
make it a practice to don Christian characteristics for to plant themselves into
Christian leadership positions....and from there they write sound Christian
articles/books but with subtle errors mixed in to convert our thinking closer to

theirs. It is not difﬁcult to deduce that their aim is to have genuine Christian writers
repeat their errors.
For example, when an online Freemason wrote to tell me that he had inside
information that Dick Cheney was being set up as the anti-Christ, it was probably
said to me in hopes that I'd spread the report in my book.
Take astrology, a Rosicrucian delight. For a century and a half, we have had the
teaching amid Christianity that the 12 portions of the Zodiac, borrowed from pagan
astrology, are God-given "instruction manuals" telling of historical events...or
whatever else the Christian fool wishes to see. Ursa Major is not a big bear, right?
But Virgo, envisioned as a virgin by the pagans, has now become Mary, the mother
of Jesus in Christian astrology, and furthermore is said to tell the story of Jesus'
birth!! But there is no Virgo! The constellation is not a picture of a woman except in
the minds of foolish Rosicrucians and other twisted occult systems.
The Rosicrucians among us wish to create a stepping stone to pagan astrology by
slipping in a more-benign form of Christianized astrology...albeit they are clever
enough not to call it "astrology." Instead, it's called "God's messages in the stars"
and other such tantalizing phrases. Lambert Dolphin, at www.ldolphin.com/zodiac,
while not diving into this Christian-occult teaching, incites his readers to become
open minded toward it. It seems to be Dolphins consistent strategy to lead readers
to the brink of folly while he himself remains a chameleon on the fence so that he
can appear either as a fundamentalist Christian or as a devotee of the folly. Perhaps
his mind is not made up on certain issues, but then again, perhaps he is a pawn of
Satan, in disguise, slipping pagan ideas into the Christian mind.
John Dee, a Rosicrucian leader in the courts of queen Elizabeth I, who acted as a
spy for the queen, using "007" as his personal signature, was a magician, astrologer
and mystic (i.e. an Illuminatist), but capable of writing Biblical works feigning full
devotion to Biblical doctrines. And this was centuries ago; by now, such wolves in
sheep's clothing are masters at the craft! It was John Dee, by the way, who carried
the New-Atlantis scheme into world politics, a concept that in his day came to refer
to the New World, America. And so mark this, that Rosicrucians have been spies
from the beginning, for the purpose of seizing power structures, taking the form of
anything in order to slip in and prosper their cause. This, what they are proud of, is
most wicked in the eyes of God.
Soon after Dee, his British branch of Rosicrucians introduced evolution to the world
in a highly-organized scientiﬁc format, the Royal Society of London, wherefore we
can suspect them as having been promoters of theistic evolution...as a stepping stone
for us to take toward atheistic evolution, the ﬁrst step toward our accepting that we
derive from alien blood.
You can furthermore identify Rosicrucians by their Kabalistic leanings, where
Kabala tendencies include emphasis on Zionism and counterfeit Millennialism. One

of my nagging suspicions, although I had repeatedly shrugged it off until recently,
has been that dispensationalism was originally attributed to Illuminatists...who
convinced genuine Christians to carry the error forward. Dispensationalism's sevenstage concept has parallels in Rosicrucian occult.
If, before Dolphin reads this sentence, you do a search on Google for
"dispensational teaching of the great pyramid," you will ﬁnd four results (Jan
2004). Three of the four advertise Clarence Larkin's book, "The Greatest Book on
Dispensational Truth in the World," featuring as the 32nd chapter, "Dispensational
Teaching of the Great Pyramid." You will also ﬁnd that this book is advertised with
special emphasis at the occult website of sunbooks.com.
I see that, at least at one of Dolphin's websites
(http://www.ldolphin.org/whytemp.html), he displays a drawing by Clarence
Larkin; his name is just visible at bottom right-hand corner of diagram.
But how is it that one of Lambert Dolphin's articles comes up as one of the four
results when searching for "dispensational teaching of the great pyramid"? It was
curious to ﬁnd that the article having that title on the internet bar has nothing to do
with dispensationalism or pyramids, but is instead about planets and their
angelic/demonic protectors. What appears to have happened is this: while getting
the planet article into HTML format for internet publication, Lambert was using an
HTML page entitled "Dispensational Teaching of the Great Pyramid." He then
deleted the article on that subject and inserted in its place the article on
planets...but he forgot to change the title in the HTML command so that the article
appears in search results as "Dispensational Teaching on the Great Pyramid." You
can verify this by checking the page source on that article (click "View" then "Page
Source" in your Netscape browser).
Look above the title on the page source and you will see that the article was taken
from http://www.creationdays.dk where the author is a passionate believer in
Genesis creation, and yet views Genesis as the beginning of history after millions of
years of evolution.
The big question is, did Dolphin once have an article online describing the
dispensational teachings of the Great Pyramid??? If anyone knows that he did, I
would like to know. Perhaps you will ﬁnd it as curious as I do that at his
dispensation page, Dolphin uses a pyramid to represent the New Jerusalem of
Revelation 21 (http://www.ldolphin.org/eschat.html).
Beware, occult spies are among us. But they don't merely spy on Christian
movements; they form, drive and manipulate them. Tim LaHaye, involved in a
super crusade to strengthen pre-tribulationism against the growing tide of posttribulationism, is now suspect in my mind as being a Satanist. A certain James
Whisler wrote to me one day and shocked the complacency out of me by showing
that all four separate stages in the production and distribution of the Left-Behind

video fell on all four, major Satanic holidays, each exactly 13 weeks apart. For the
write up, see, among other websites, http://www.watch.pair.com/lahaye.html
But while LaHaye co-authored the book (with Jerry Jenkins), the ﬁlm sector of the
venture belonged to Namesake Entertainment, who in turn hired Peter and Paul
Lalonde of Cloud Ten Pictures to make the movie. The Lalondes are/were a
Canadian team of pre-tribulationist television personalities in the business of
expounding upon prophecy akin to the Van Impes. It's not likely that these brothers
were responsible for the Satanic dates of the movie; that leaves as suspects
Namesake Entertainment and/or the co-authors of the book version.
No sooner had the movie become a hit ﬁnancially that LaHaye took the movie
people to court, apparently because he had given them too much contractual right
to the proﬁts. Charisma News Service put it this way:
"Central to the lawsuit is the question of the rights to the "Left Behind:
The Kids" spin-offs. 'Publishers' Weekly' reported that deposition papers
ﬁled include a letter from LaHaye in which he says that the Lalondes
'think they have found a gold mine' in the children's videos, 'and
obviously intend to dig all the gold they can from our terrible
mistake...on an all-inclusive contract'"
(http://www.mcjonline.com/news/01a/20010221a.shtml).
Tim LaHaye has 40-plus books out, and has therefore made a lot of money on God's
Word, yet here he is crying for more, making a courtroom stench of himself in the
meantime. To the contrary, his partner, Jerry Jenkins, refused to take an active part
in the law suit because he realized that forcing believers to court violates the
Biblical guideline set by the apostle Paul.
The Left Behind movie had the pre-tribulation rapture as its central theme. Millions
of Christians the world over just disappear prior to the coming of the anti-Christ. I
must admit that, though it may sound ludicrous, I sometimes wonder if some of the
more zealous Illuminatists have devised a plan to make serious Bible-based
believers "disappear" just before setting up their World Order, but blaming it on a
pre-trib rapture that they themselves have concocted for that very purpose of
explaining the "disappearances."
If you think that to be a silly idea, recall what Hitler did to make Jews disappear,
and know that he was not only an Aryan, but involved with Rosicrucians in an
attempt to set up a New Roman empire of a 1,000-year duration. That was just a
half-century ago, meaning that the same Rosicrucians are yet among us,
somewhere, slithering around the power structures of this world, seeking to grasp
them. Some Illuminatists want Christians to be eliminated just prior to setting up
their World Order because we are a threat to their Program, always exposing them
for what they are.

I suspected LaHaye many years ago when reading his Christian sex-guide book
(with his wife as co-author) in which he taught us the intricate details of how to
make contact with the private parts of our partner. Was he teaching the Christian
community so that we would know the Christian way of doing it? No, but he was
passing on to us what we had read in Penthouse prior to becoming Christians. Put it
this way, that if we can't imagine the Jesus or Twelve Apostles teaching us in detail
how to make contact with our partner's private parts, then neither would God
dispatch LaHaye and his wife to teach us. But if LaHaye is a Satanist within the
Christian community, or at worst a goat, it's not surprising that he came out with
such a book.
More than a century ago, the Illuminatists Brook Westcott and Fenton Hort were
leaders in the Anglican church and yet were simultaneously dabbling in psychic and
spiritualistic investigations of the conjuring-up-the-dead kind. What is amazing is
that the religious writings of these men read very Biblical; it is quite difﬁcult to ﬂush
out their heresies. In 1851, both men were, with others, forming the Cambridge
Ghost Society, which was given a more respectable/scientiﬁc title eventually:
"Society for Psychical Research." Hort said:
"Westcott, Gorham, C B Scott, Benson, Bradshaw, Laurd, etc. and I have
started a society for the investigation of ghosts and all supernatural
appearances and effects, being disposed to believe that such things really
exist...Our own temporary name is the Ghostly Guild. Vol. I [Life and
Letters], page 211"
(http://www.baptistpillar.com/bd0139.htm)
We are not talking a street club here, but quite elitist; the original Ghost Society was
founded by Edward Benson, who went on to be the Archbishop of Canterbury, and
it was into this utter stupidity that leading British Rothschilds committed
themselves. But not just for fun. They were engaging demons in order to run the
world by their powers...and Lambert Dolphin knows much about this subject as
"remote viewing," yet has not come forward with any pertinent secrets the
revelations of which could beneﬁt the Christian community.
I have it on the evidence of a statement made by a reliable source, an occult
professor at Stanford University, Willis Harmon, that the leaders of the Society for
Psychical Research founded Stanford University. More on this later, but for now
just look at the title of this Dolphin article: "Remote Viewing, Channeling, ESP-and the Power of God" (http://www.ldolphin.org/esp.html).
There was no apparent heresy in that article. It read as Biblical as any Biblicalminded believer could write. But where he wasn't writing on Biblical things, he says
I enjoyed a wonderful and challenging career spanning some 30 years
with a large and prestigious West Coast think tank...

The think tank was at Stanford, but note that he doesn't bring up that name.
Dolphin continues:
"Because it was known that Russian scientists were attempting to use
ESP, (what was later called "Remote Viewing")--to attempt to spy on
their enemies, our government funded similar programs. So it happened
that I was privileged to become well acquainted with some of the leading
American researchers in this area of highly controversial "leading-edge"
research. I gained a high respect for the credentials of these scientists and
their scientiﬁcally sound approach to a difﬁcult area of investigation. All
this research sponsored by our government is now fairly well-known to
the public and I won't attempt to review it here, except to say that the
leading scientists in this ﬁeld were looking for unknown phenomena in
physics that might make it possible for information to be discerned by
certain sensitive persons from afar [he's referring to psychics]--without
wires or radio signals. Were there, for instance, faster-than-light particles
called "tachyons" that somehow communicated information from a
distant place? Was there in man some kind of (as yet unknown) receiver
in certain men and women called "sensitives?"
Do the remote-viewing investigators truly believe that it's "tachyon" particles that
enable psychics to discern information at a distance? Cow patties! But certain
government organizations, for the purpose of furthering world conquest, know full
well that they are working with people who communicate with the spirit world.
From the outset of the article, Dolphin shares his activities in ESP phenomena prior
to his becoming a Christian. After mentioning some experiments conducted under
Prof. J. B. Rhine of Duke University, Dolphin then tells us that he himself conducted
his own psychic investigations through a "fascinating" professional astrologer (no
name mentioned), for "several months," claiming that the investigation was
somewhat successful. Next, he says, "the Chinese book called the I-Ching also
"worked" for me." Next, he says that he was seeing a psychiatrist three days per
week, but for the sole purpose of his "quest for truth." Next, he claims that he
investigated LSD when an Episcopal priest in his area, Alan Watts, was
investigating it. According to Dolphin, Watts was teaching "Zen Buddhism,
Hinduism and related eastern religions" prior to his LSD experiments.
The "Episcopal" church is the American name for the Anglican church, the church
which Westcott and Hort belonged to when they were performing similar
investigations through the Ghost Society. The early Rothschilds had worked with
occult leaders in the Anglican church, the purpose of which was an Anglicansponsored Zionism; Henry Drummond of the Irvingite church -- the "New
Apostolic" cult that founded pre-tribulationism and the charismatic movement -had special involvement in early Zionism through the so-called "Jews Society." The
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In the 1960s, Arthur was contracted by Roche to develop an advertising strategy for a new antianxiety medication called Valium.
This posed a challenge, because the eﬀects of the medication were nearly indistinguishable from those of Librium, another Roche
tranquilizer that was already on the market. Arthur diﬀerentiated Valium by audaciously inating its range of indications.
Whereas Librium was sold as a treatment for garden- variety anxiety, Valium was positioned as an elixir for a problem Arthur
christened “psychic tension.” According to his ads, psychic tension, the forebear of today’s “stress,” was the secret culprit behind a
host of somatic conditions, including heartburn, gastrointestinal issues, insomnia, and restless-leg syndrome. The campaign was
such a success that for a time Valium became America’s most widely prescribed medication—the rst to reach more than $100
million in sales. Arthur, whose compensation depended on the volume of pills sold, was richly rewarded, and he later became one
of the rst inductees into the Medical Advertising Hall of Fame.
As Arthur’s fortune grew, he turned his acquisitive instincts to the art market, quickly amassing the world’s largest private
collection of ancient Chinese artifacts. According to a memoir by Marietta Lutze, his second wife, collecting, exhibiting, owning,
and donating art fed Arthur’s “driving necessity for prestige and recognition.” Rewarding at rst, collecting soon became a mania
that took over his life. “Boxes of artifacts of tremendous value piled up in numerous storage locations,” she wrote, “there was too
much to open, too much to appreciate; some objects known only by a packing list.” Under an avalanche of “ritual bronzes and
weapons, mirrors and ceramics, inscribed bones and archaic jades,” their lives were “often in chaos.” “Addiction is a curse,” Lutze
noted, “be it drugs, women, or collecting.”

Anglicans, especially the monarchs, were promised a major role in the rule of the
Rothschild Millennium (all of this to be discussed later).
It seems blatantly obvious to me that Dolphin was employed to make occult
investigations wherefore he may have been an Illuminatist himself (i.e. sworn to
sacriﬁce himself for life to the secretive Illuminati cause, or face terrible
consequences). His investigations into LSD were quite professional (though that
seems like an oxymoronic statement to me), conducted, according to his own words,
in a "research studio of a medical research foundation in California." Dolphin
didn't identify the foundation, again (no wonder), but it turns out to be the Stanford
Research Institute, which indeed conducted LSD experiments as one of its projects!
Dolphin claims that he became opposed to drugs after undertaking these
experiments, due to his 1962 conversion to Christianity. And yet, as a Christian, he
didn't expose Stanford as a den of Illuminatists, but says that he had "a wonderful
and challenging career" with a "prestigious" think tank. Thus in the midst of
elaborating on its divination practices, Dolphin shows pride for Stanford.
In fact, he goes on to say that he had been "privileged" to become acquainted with
diviners, and instead of exposing remote viewing as an occult scheme from Hell, he
praises it by saying that he had "gained high respect" for the scientists working
with diviners. Remember, he was saying these things as a Christian! Moreover, the
remote-viewing work was conducted in the early 1970s, long after he had become a
Christian (in 1962).
Willis Harmon was a former chief at Stanford University and a known plotter in a
huge Satanic conspiracy that likewise involved LSD experiments. In fact, the
conspiracy was suspected as a high-level program to feed the youth of America LSD
(and everything else that went with it) for to make them compliant to, and
supportive of, the Illuminati world agenda. Why hasn't Dolphin, who loves to write
on interesting topics, looked into the matter of Harmon's conspiracy, on our behalf,
while attempting to expose its globalist activities? Where is Dolphin's website
exposing Harmon as an occult guru in a white shirt and tie? Where is his article
exposing Stanford's role in Harmon's plot? Why is it that whenever he touches on
these matters, there is consistently a benign attitude toward the perpetrators of the
crimes? Jesus implied that if you're not against the perpetrators, you're for them!
Westcott and Hort were involved closely with Arthur Balfour, who became Prime
Minister of England before going as Foreign Secretary, and in that latter capacity
he establishing Zionism on a sure footing via the Balfour Declaration of 1917...that
ultimately led to the 1948 re-establishment of a Jewish state in Palestine. Do not for
this reason suppose that Balfour was a godly man, for he was not: he was one of the
founders of the Society for Psychical Research, and afterward its president. Seances
were held in his home, if that helps to make my point, and not just for fun. They
were practicing remote viewing in attempts to ﬁnd demonic support for their

political aspirations! Modern Zionism thus becomes a Satanic movement, contrary
to what the Illuminatists would want us to believe. No greater support do the
Zionist Illuminatists have than in the Christian dispensationalists.
It is now the growing claim amid some Christian New-World-Order watchers that
the Council for National Policy has been under-girded ﬁnancially by the false
messiah, Rev. Moon. And not only CNP and LaHaye, but Jerry Falwell and other
morality champions have reportedly taken money from a plurality of Moon's
organizations...in Moon's attempts to create alliances with American evangelicals.
Apparently, Beverly LaHaye (Tim's wife) received money from the Moonies not
only to bail Falwell out in his time of ﬁnancial need, but to start her own
organization.
When I ﬁrst read these reports, I was skeptical. But as I haven't come across one
website denying these charges, neither by the LaHayes nor by their supporters, I
have come to believe the reports enough to share them here as likely. What's going
on? I was all for the "moral majority" movements, but this is not only going too far
into the hypocritical; it's suspect for creating Illuminati ties. For further reading on
that topic, see the website of Tim and Barbara Aho:
http://watch.pair.com/moon.html
Television evangelist, Dr. James Kennedy, whom has shot up in popularity in recent
years, has simultaneously become a major ﬁgure in the political-activist camp of
conservative Christians, and is connected to the membership of the CNP and other
such movements. At one time I considered him to be one of the more solid and
dependable television personalities, only to discover that he views the Zodiac as 12
prophecies from God (e.g. his book, "The Real Meaning of the Zodiac"). And that's
all I need to know to suspect him.
From another Aho webpage it is claimed that "D. James Kennedy gloriﬁes Cheiron
as a self-sacriﬁcing prototype of Jesus." In Greek myth, Cheiron was, aside from the
constellation of Sagitarius, an important ﬁgure of the dragon bloodline.
(http://watch.pair.com/centaurus.html)
Does it occur to us that it may be the task of certain occult men to become respected
leaders in the Christian community so that at a certain time they can oppose, even
with persecution, other Christians whom they deem hypocrites? There is a gap as
large as Hell between Bible-based Christians who stick to the Bible, and Bible-based
Christians who veer off into Kabalistic themes.
In the dimmer CNP scenario, where the CNP turns out to be a secret arm of
Republican Illuminatists -- to secure the Christian vote -- we may soon have the
makings of the Biblical False Prophet. For, the CNP is allied to the so-called
"Religious Roundtable," while the Rothschild Illuminati, if not currently, then in

the past, was also commonly referred to as the "Roundtable" (this term originates
in the king-Arthur legend, which itself was connected with Templar Illuminatism).
The Council on Foreign Relations (in the United States), without doubt formed by
agents of the Rothschild Illuminati in 1921, saw four of its members as members of
the CNP in 1988 alone, but the CNP was formed only in 1981. What is the glue that
bonds the so-called "Republican base" to the Council on Foreign Relations? And
why are the CNP and other such "neo-con(servative)" groups the base of the
Republicans in the ﬁrst place? It just so happens that Stanford University was
founded as a Republican-based organization.
It's no secret that the CNP and the Religious Roundtable are avid supporters of
Zionism and the interests of Israel, for which reasons a practical alliance with the
Rothschilds is a natural feasibility. We can suspect that Stanford is likewise proZionist to this day since it supported Dolphin in a Temple-related project not long
ago (to be discussed later). I would strongly recommend that you do not support any
Temple-rebuilding program on this side of Armageddon.
Stanford is keyed in with U.S. military and Intelligence organizations (does a
university near you work with the CIA???). The global computer industry was
ﬂung forward by Stanford's ties to the U.S. military and Intelligence agencies;
Stanford provided the expertise.
Even if the CNP and the Religious Roundtable were set up to be antagonistic
toward the Rothschild Roundtable, as some suggest, and if they are furthermore
sincere and devoted to their said tasks of returning America to Biblical values, it's
still dead wrong and dangerous to make alliances with the hard right of the
Republican party where that extreme is represented by Freemasonic cults, white
supremacists, and money-hogging goats (as opposed to the true "sheep" of Christ).
What good is it to keep the secular Democrats from power while giving power to the
false Christians?
Perhaps the surest place to ﬁnd Republican Illuminatists is at the 2700-acre
Bohemian Grove, the location of regular, quasi-occult summer "parties" attended
by two to three thousand Conservative elite, mostly California business executives.
The Grove, by law off limits to reporters, is an all-male gathering suspected as a
haunt for secretive power men. Members are connected with the top 800 American
corporations, and a Republican American President has never failed to attend since
1923.
At each summer encampment, the Bohemians sacriﬁce either a human or a dummy
in a ﬁre burning before a giant owl called "Molech." This occult ceremony, with
several dozens of hooded priests partaking, evokes the child sacriﬁces that Israelites
offered to their god, Molech (if you can believe it, the owl represents "wisdom" in
the Bohemian camp). In the ceremony, according to an eye-witness report, priests

cart a desperate human sacriﬁce down a forested path. The scene is across a river
from the Bohemian revelers; it's night, and only torches light up the cart. The cart
stops and for several minutes remains parked behind some tree-hung drapes so as to
be obscured from the onlookers...whom are, I assume, to believe that the human
sacriﬁce is being killed. After some time, the cart approaches a large ﬁre before the
owl, and something resembling a person in a body bag is thrown in and burned.
It takes more than a decade to become a member of the Bohemian Club, obviously
through the most invasive screening processes. Admired members are asked to give
talks at the Grove. Luis Alvarez, a member, often spoke there. Who is Luis Alvarez?
Aside from being a big name in Einsteinian (i.e. pro-occult) physics, he was the man
who called Lambert Dolphin one day, asking him to conduct underground-chamber
hunts at the Great Sphinx.
Firm believers in ancient Atlantis believe that the empire was destroyed by a chunk
of space rock crashing into the earth. And so what do we make of Alvarez, who gave
the scientiﬁc world the fantasy, that you no doubt have heard of by now, of
dinosaurs dying out due to a chunk of cosmic rock crashing into the earth 65 million
years ago? That theory is a much-needed plug for merely one of countless holes in
the greater fantasy of Evolutionism. Dolphin claims that Alvarez's root belief in a
crashing meteorite has merit.
Alvarez was able to collect money from other members of the Bohemian Club to
fund the Manhattan Project. Aside from contributing to the technical development
of the ﬁrst atomic bomb, he ﬂew in a plane behind the Enola Gay in the Hiroshima
bomb drop. Although he thus witnessed the blast with a bird's eye view, he went on
to advocate even larger bombs. In the 1950s, he became involved in a Supersecret
National Security program.
Illuminati ties to the missile/bomb portions of the Defense Department are
important to Biblical prophecy because such weapons have developed into a viable
fulﬁllment of the False Prophet's ﬁre from the sky.
May we ask if Christian Republicans involved with the Council for National Policy
(CNP) are for or against the Bohemian Club? After all, the Club is highly active in
setting American policy in many other U.S. policy-advancement organizations. In
1990, a study on policy councils revealed that the most-inﬂuential three were the
Business Council, the Business Roundtable, and the Council on Foreign Relations.
In the Business Council during 1991, 26 percent of the Board of Directors were
Bohemian members, and 12 percent of the Directors in both the Business
Roundtable and Council on Foreign Relations were Bohemians. Moreover, 18
percent in the Trilateral Commission were Bohemians. These ﬁgures are from
http://libweb.sonoma.edu/regional/faculty/phillips/bohemian.pdf

But the Bohemians are merely California based men for the most part, meaning
that there are similar Illuminatists from other states that are involved in these and
other policy-making organizations.
The Hoover Institute (dedicated to Herbert Hoover) was formed on the property of
Stanford University in 1919 just two years prior to the formation of the Council on
Foreign Relations. Thirty-eight percent of the Directors in the Hoover Institution
(10th largest policy-making organization) were Bohemians in 1991. On the
Institution's website we read, "[Hoover] soon became one of the largest archives
and most complete libraries in the world devoted to political, economic, and social
change in the twentieth century." That's a nice way of saying, "we want to control
the world our way."
I note that Rosicrucians have typically been in the business of changing the way the
world thinks through libraries. In fact, the Rosicrucians gave us the
encyclopedia...explaining why early volumes were seeds of evolutionism. The
Hoover library has 25 miles of shelving, with books mostly on Communist themes.
Yet the Institution has as one of its programs to spread democracy abroad...like
what we see happening in Iraq right now (2004). Indeed, a Senior Fellow at Hoover
(Larry Diamond) is linked to the National Endowment for Democracy, "a nonproﬁt
organization created in 1983 to strengthen democratic institutions around the
world," and allegedly a branch of the CIA. The current President, George Bush, is
in Iraq with the National Endowment for Democracy as his rally ﬂag.
But the False Prophet could just as well turn out to be a Democrat who comes down
hard with persecution on the Religious Right. President Hillary Clinton, with a
vengeful Bill at her side while he's in a United-Nations post, comes to my mind as a
frightening two-horned beast...that may appear before us in 2012 to swallow us
whole!!
It is well understood that Bill Clinton has been seeking a post in world affairs
because he is involved with the British Illuminati; it is also understood that Hillary
has been planted into an elite Senatorial position by those who wish to raise her to
the U.S. Presidency.
The Kingdom of Heaven is not a democracy, but the very form of government that
Democracy opposes, a dictatorial Monarchy! But it's a Monarchy having a Good
and Reliable King who hands down perfect justice every time. We either trust him
or we don't. There will be no freedom of religion in the true Millennium, except in
the religion of Jesus Christ. If that's not enough freedom for the people of this
world, I can't imagine what ails them. What more could we ask but God Incarnate
as Leader, all the knowledge of the universe in one mind, and true wisdom
superimposed upon genuine love? If I can have that combined with eternal life in an
immortal body, I'll take it hands down over this world's raucous.

The democracy of the modern dragon bloodline comes from the Cecrops bloodline
of Athens, a Gogi bloodline in my estimation. From that line came a certain
Theseus, the founder of modern democracy. And that would explain why the
architecture of a number of America's buildings is Greek.
NEXT CHAPTER
The Friends of Lambert Dolphin--Part 2
Chuck Missler, missiles, military technology, spying,
satellites, Mars, cutting-edge internet,
aliens, monsters, Chuck Missler.
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The Secretive Family Making Billions From the Opioid Crisis

You’re aware America is under siege, ﬁghting an opioid crisis that has exploded into a public-health emergency. You’ve heard of
OxyContin, the pain medication to which countless patients have become addicted. But do you know that the company that makes
Oxy and reaps the billions of dollars in proﬁts it generates is owned by one family?
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he newly installed Sackler Courtyard at London’s Victoria and Albert Museum is one of the most glittering places in the
developed world. Eleven thousand white porcelain tiles, inlaid like a shattered backgammon board, cover a surface the
size of six tennis courts. According to the V&A;’s director, the regal setting is intended to serve as a “living room for

London,” by which he presumably means a living room for Kensington, the museum’s neighborhood, which is among the world's
wealthiest. In late June, Kate Middleton, the Duchess of Cambridge, was summoned to consecrate the courtyard, said to be the
earth's rst outdoor space made of porcelain; stepping onto the ceramic expanse, she silently mouthed, “Wow.”
The Sackler Courtyard is the latest addition to an impressive portfolio. There’s the Sackler Wing at New York’s Metropolitan
Museum of Art, which houses the majestic Temple of Dendur, a sandstone shrine from ancient Egypt; additional Sackler wings at
the Louvre and the Royal Academy; stand-alone Sackler museums at Harvard and Peking Universities; and named Sackler
galleries at the Smithsonian, the Serpentine, and Oxford’s Ashmolean. The Guggenheim in New York has a Sackler Center, and the
American Museum of Natural History has a Sackler Educational Lab. Members of the family, legendary in museum circles for their
pursuit of naming rights, have also underwritten projects of a more modest caliber—a Sackler Staircase at Berlin’s Jewish

Museum; a Sackler Escalator at the Tate Modern; a Sackler Crossing in Kew Gardens. A popular species of pink rose is named after
a Sackler. So is an asteroid.

The newly installed Sackler Courtyard at London’s Victoria and Albert Museum is the latest addition to an impressive portfolio.
Getty Images

The Sackler name is no less prominent among the emerald quads of higher education, where it’s possible to receive degrees from
Sackler schools, participate in Sackler colloquiums, take courses from professors with endowed Sackler chairs, and attend annual
Sackler lectures on topics such as theoretical astrophysics and human rights. The Sackler Institute for Nutrition Science supports
research on obesity and micronutrient deciencies. Meanwhile, the Sackler institutes at Cornell, Columbia, McGill, Edinburgh,
Glasgow, Sussex, and King’s College London tackle psychobiology, with an emphasis on early childhood development.
The Sacklers’ philanthropy diﬀers from that of civic populists like Andrew Carnegie, who built hundreds of libraries in small
towns, and Bill Gates, whose foundation ministers to global masses. Instead, the family has donated its fortune to blue-chip
brands, braiding the family name into the patronage network of the world’s most prestigious, well-endowed institutions. The
Sackler name is everywhere, evoking automatic reverence; the Sacklers themselves, however, are rarely seen.

In 1974, when the Sackler brothers made a large gift to the Met—$3.5 million, to erect the Temple of Dendur—they stipulated that all museum signage, catalog entries, and bulletins
referring to objects in the newly opened Sackler Wing had to include the names of all three brothers, each followed by “M.D.”
Getty Images

The descendants of Mortimer and Raymond Sackler, a pair of psychiatrist brothers from Brooklyn, are members of a billionaire
clan with homes scattered across Connecticut, London, Utah, Gstaad, the Hamptons, and, especially, New York City. It was not
until 2015 that they were noticed by Forbes, which added them to the list of America’s richest families. The magazine pegged their
wealth, shared among twenty heirs, at a conservative $14 billion. (Descendants of Arthur Sackler, Mortimer and Raymond’s older
brother, split oﬀ decades ago and are mere multi-millionaires.) To a remarkable degree, those who share in the billions appear to
have abided by an oath of omertà: Never comment publicly on the source of the family’s wealth.

That may be because the greatest part of that $14 billion fortune tallied by Forbes came from OxyContin, the narcotic painkiller
regarded by many public-health experts as among the most dangerous products ever sold on a mass scale. Since 1996, when the
drug was brought to market by Purdue Pharma, the American branch of the Sacklers’ pharmaceutical empire, more than two
hundred thousand people in the United States have died from overdoses of OxyContin and other prescription painkillers.
Thousands more have died after starting on a prescription opioid and then switching to a drug with a cheaper street price, such as
heroin. Not all of these deaths are related to OxyContin—dozens of other painkillers, including generics, have ooded the market
in the past thirty years. Nevertheless, Purdue Pharma was the rst to achieve a dominant share of the market for long-acting
opioids, accounting for more than half of prescriptions by 2001.

Serpentine Sackler Gallery, London.
Getty Images

According to the Centers for Disease Control, fty-three thousand Americans died from opioid overdoses in 2016, more than the
thirty-six thousand who died in car crashes in 2015 or the thirty-ve thousand who died from gun violence that year. This past
July, Donald Trump’s Commission on Combating Drug Addiction and the Opioid Crisis, led by New Jersey governor Chris Christie,
declared that opioids were killing roughly 142 Americans each day, a tally vividly described as “September 11th every three
weeks.” The epidemic has also exacted a crushing nancial toll: According to a study published by the American Public Health
Association, using data from 2013—before the epidemic entered its current, more virulent phase—the total economic burden from
opioid use stood at about $80 billion, adding together health costs, criminal-justice costs, and GDP loss from drug-dependent
Americans leaving the workforce. Tobacco remains, by a signicant multiple, the country’s most lethal product, responsible for
some 480,000 deaths per year. But although billions have been made from tobacco, cars, and rearms, it’s not clear that any of
those enterprises has generated a family fortune from a single product that approaches the Sacklers’ haul from OxyContin.
Even so, hardly anyone associates the Sackler name with their company’s lone blockbuster drug. “The Fords, Hewletts, Packards,
Johnsons—all those families put their name on their product because they were proud,” said Keith Humphreys, a professor of
psychiatry at Stanford University School of Medicine who has written extensively about the opioid crisis. “The Sacklers have
hidden their connection to their product. They don’t call it ‘Sackler Pharma.’ They don’t call their pills ‘Sackler pills.’ And when
they’re questioned, they say, ‘Well, it’s a privately held rm, we’re a family, we like to keep our privacy, you understand.’ ”

The family’s leaders have pulled off three of the
great marketing triumphs of the modern era: The
ﬁrst is selling OxyContin; the second is promoting

the Sackler name; and the third is ensuring that, as
far as the public is aware, the ﬁrst and the second
have nothing to do with one another.

To the extent that the Sacklers have cultivated a reputation, it’s for being earnest healers, judicious stewards of scientic progress,
and connoisseurs of old and beautiful things. Few are aware that during the crucial period of OxyContin’s development and
promotion, Sackler family members actively led Purdue’s day-to-day aﬀairs, lling the majority of its board slots and supplying top
executives. By any assessment, the family’s leaders have pulled oﬀ three of the great marketing triumphs of the modern era: The
rst is selling OxyContin; the second is promoting the Sackler name; and the third is ensuring that, as far as the public is aware,
the rst and the second have nothing to do with one another.

I

f you head north on I-95 through Stamford, Connecticut, you will spot, on the left, a giant misshapen glass cube. Along the
building’s top edge, white lettering spells out ONE STAMFORD FORUM. No markings visible from the highway indicate the
presence of the building’s owner and chief occupant, Purdue Pharma.

Arthur Sackler, the family’s patriarch.
Ryan Melgar

Originally known as Purdue Frederick, the rst iteration of the company was founded in 1892 on New York’s Lower East Side as a
peddler of patent medicines. For decades, it sustained itself with sales of Gray’s Glycerine Tonic, a sherry-based liquid of “broad
application” marketed as a remedy for everything from anemia to tuberculosis. The company was purchased in 1952 by Arthur
Sackler, thirty-nine, and was run by his brothers, Mortimer, thirty- six, and Raymond, thirty-two. The Sackler brothers came from
a family of Jewish immigrants in Flatbush, Brooklyn. Arthur was a headstrong and ambitious provider, setting the tone—and often
choosing the path—for his younger brothers. After attending medical school on Arthur’s dime, Mortimer and Raymond followed
him to jobs at the Creedmoor psychiatric hospital in Queens. There, they coauthored more than one hundred studies on the
biochemical roots of mental illness. The brothers’ research was promising—they were among the rst to identify a link between
psychosis and the hormone cortisone—but their ndings were mostly ignored by their professional peers, who, in keeping with
the era, favored a Freudian model of mental illness.
Concurrent with his psychiatric work, Arthur Sackler made his name in pharmaceutical advertising, which at the time consisted
almost exclusively of pitches from so-called “detail men” who sold drugs to doctors door-to-door. Arthur intuited that print ads in
medical journals could have a revolutionary eﬀect on pharmaceutical sales, especially given the excitement surrounding the
“miracle drugs” of the 1950s—steroids, antibiotics, antihistamines, and psychotropics. In 1952, the same year that he and his
brothers acquired Purdue, Arthur became the rst adman to convince The Journal of the American Medical Association, one of the
profession’s most august publications, to include a color advertorial brochure.

Raymond and Beverly Sackler, in 2004.
Taco van der Eb/Hollandse Hoogte/ Redux

When Arthur donated his art and money to museums, he often imposed onerous terms. According to a memoir written by Thomas
Hoving, the Met director from 1967 to 1977, when Arthur established the Sackler Gallery at the Metropolitan Museum of Art to
house Chinese antiquities, in 1963, he required the museum to collaborate on a byzantine tax-avoidance maneuver. In accordance
with the scheme, the museum rst sold Arthur a large quantity of ancient artifacts at the deated 1920s prices for which they had
originally been acquired. Arthur then donated back the artifacts at 1960s prices, in the process taking a tax deduction so hefty that
it likely exceeded the value of his initial donation. Three years later, in connection with another donation, Arthur negotiated an
even more unusual arrangement. This time, the Met opened a secret chamber above the museum’s auditorium to provide Arthur
with free storage for some ve thousand objects from his private collection, relieving him of the substantial burden of re
protection and other insurance costs. (In an email exchange, Jillian Sackler, Arthur’s third wife, called Hoving’s tax-deduction
story “fake news.” She also noted that New York’s attorney general conducted an investigation into Arthur’s dealings with the Met
and cleared him of wrongdoing.)
In 1974, when Arthur and his brothers made a large gift to the Met—$3.5 million, to erect the Temple of Dendur—they stipulated
that all museum signage, catalog entries, and bulletins referring to objects in the newly opened Sackler Wing had to include the
names of all three brothers, each followed by “M.D.” (One museum oﬃcial quipped, “All that was missing was a note of their
oﬃce hours.”)
Hoving said that the Met hoped that Arthur would eventually donate his collection to the museum, but over time Arthur grew
disgruntled over a series of rankling slights. For one, the Temple of Dendur was being rented out for parties, including a dinner for
the designer Valentino, which Arthur called “disgusting.” According to Met chronicler Michael Gross, he was also denied that
coveted ticket of arrival, a board seat. (Jillian Sackler said it was Arthur who rejected the board seat, after repeated oﬀers by the
museum.) In 1982, in a bad breakup with the Met, Arthur donated the best parts of his collection, plus $4 million, to the
Smithsonian in Washington, D. C.

A

rthur's younger brothers, Mortimer and Raymond, looked so much alike that when they worked together at
Creedmoor, they fooled the staﬀ by pretending to be one another. Their physical similarities did not extend to their
personalities, however. Tage Honore, Purdue’s vice-president of discovery of research from 2000 to 2005, described

them as “like day and night.” Mortimer, said Honore, was “extroverted—a ‘world man,’ I would call it.” He acquired a reputation
as a big-spending, transatlantic playboy, living most of the year in opulent homes in England, Switzerland, and France. (In 1974,
he renounced his U. S. citizenship to become a citizen of Austria, which infuriated his patriotic older brother.) Like Arthur,
Mortimer became a major museum donor and married three wives over the course of his life.
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Mortimer had his own feuds with the Met. On his seventieth birthday, in 1986, the museum agreed to make the Temple of Dendur
available to him for a party but refused to allow him to redecorate the ancient shrine: Together with other improvements,
Mortimer and his interior designer, own in from Europe, had hoped to spiﬀ up the temple by adding extra pillars. Also galling to
Mortimer was the sale of naming rights for one of the Sackler Wing’s balconies to a donor from Japan. “They sold it twice,”
Mortimer fumed to a reporter from New York magazine. Raymond, the youngest brother, cut a diﬀerent gure—“a family man,”
said Honore. Kind and mild-mannered, he stayed with the same woman his entire life. Lutze concluded that Raymond owed his
comparatively serene nature to having missed the worst years of the Depression. “He had summer vacations in camp, which
Arthur never had,” she wrote. “The feeling of the two older brothers about the youngest was, ‘Let the kid enjoy himself.’ ”
Raymond led Purdue Frederick as its top executive for several decades, while Mortimer led Napp Pharmaceuticals, the family’s
drug company in the UK. (In practice, a family spokesperson said, “the brothers worked closely together leading both
companies.”) Arthur, the adman, had no oﬃcial role in the family’s pharmaceutical operations. According to Barry Meier’s Pain
Killer, a prescient account of the rise of OxyContin published in 2003, Raymond and Mortimer bought Arthur’s share in Purdue
from his estate for $22.4 million after he died in 1987. In an email exchange, Arthur’s daughter Elizabeth Sackler, a historian of

feminist art who sits on the board of the Brooklyn Museum and supports a variety of progressive causes, emphatically distanced
her branch of the family from her cousins’ businesses. “Neither I, nor my siblings, nor my children have ever had ownership in or
any benet whatsoever from Purdue Pharma or OxyContin,” she wrote, while also praising “the breadth of my father’s brilliance
and important works.” Jillian, Arthur’s widow, said her husband had died too soon: “His enemies have gotten the last word.”

T

he Sacklers have been millionaires for decades, but their real money—the painkiller money—is of comparatively recent
vintage. The vehicle of that fortune was OxyContin, but its engine, the driving power that made them so many billions,
was not so much the drug itself as it was Arthur’s original marketing insight, rehabbed for the era of chronic-pain

management. That simple but protable idea was to take a substance with addictive properties—in Arthur’s case, a benzo; in
Raymond and Mortimer’s case, an opioid—and market it as a salve for a vast range of indications.
In the years before it swooped into the pain-management business, Purdue had been a small industry player, specializing in overthe-counter remedies like ear-wax remover and laxatives. Its most successful product, acquired in 1966, was Betadine, a powerful
antiseptic purchased in industrial quantities by the U. S. government to prevent infection among wounded soldiers in Vietnam.
The turning point, according to company lore, came in 1972, when a London doctor working for Cicely Saunders, the Florence
Nightingale of the modern hospice movement, approached Napp with the idea of creating a timed-release morphine pill. A longacting morphine pill, the doctor reasoned, would allow dying cancer patients to sleep through the night without an IV. At the time,
treatment with opioids was stigmatized in the United States, owing in part to a heroin epidemic fueled by returning Vietnam
veterans. “Opiophobia,” as it came to be called, prevented skittish doctors from treating most patients, including nearly all infants,
with strong pain medication of any kind. In hospice care, though, addiction was not a concern: It didn’t matter whether terminal
patients became hooked in their nal days. Over the course of the seventies, building on a slow-release technology the company
had already developed for an asthma medication, Napp created what came to be known as the “Contin” system. In 1981, Napp
introduced a timed-release morphine pill in the UK; six years later, Purdue brought the same drug to market in the U. S. as MS
Contin.

“The Sacklers have hidden their connection to their
product,” said Keith Humphreys, a professor of
psychiatry at Stanford University School of
Medicine. “They don’t call it ‘Sackler Pharma.’ They
don’t call their pills ‘Sackler pills.’"
MS Contin quickly became the gold standard for pain relief in cancer care. At the same time, a number of clinicians associated
with the burgeoning chronic-pain movement started advocating the use of powerful opioids for noncancer conditions like back
pain and neuropathic pain, aﬄictions that at their worst could be debilitating. In 1986, two doctors from Memorial Sloan
Kettering hospital in New York published a fateful article in a medical journal that purported to show, based on a study of thirtyeight patients, that long-term opioid treatment was safe and eﬀective so long as patients had no history of drug abuse. Soon
enough, opioid advocates dredged up a letter to the editor published in The New England Journal of Medicine in 1980 that
suggested, based on a highly unrepresentative cohort, that the risk of addiction from long-term opioid use was less than 1 percent.
Though ultimately disavowed by its author, the letter ended up getting cited in medical journals more than six hundred times.
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As the country was reexamining pain, Raymond’s eldest son, Richard Sackler, was searching for new applications for Purdue’s
timed-release Contin system. “At all the meetings, that was a constant source of discussion—‘What else can we use the Contin
system for?’ ” said Peter Lacouture, a senior director of clinical research at Purdue from 1991 to 2001. “And that’s where Richard
would re some ideas—maybe antibiotics, maybe chemotherapy—he was always out there digging.” Richard’s spitballing wasn’t
idle blather. A trained physician, he treasured his role as a research scientist and appeared as an inventor on dozens of the
company’s patents (though not on the patents for OxyContin). In the tradition of his uncle Arthur, Richard was also fascinated by
sales messaging. “He was very interested in the commercial side and also very interested in marketing approaches,” said Sally
Allen Riddle, Purdue’s former executive director for product management. “He didn’t always wait for the research results.” (A
Purdue spokesperson said that Richard “always considered relevant scientic information when making decisions.”)
Perhaps the most private member of a generally secretive family, Richard appears nowhere on Purdue’s website. From public
records and conversations with former employees, though, a rough portrait emerges of a testy eccentric with ardent, relentless
ambitions. Born in 1945, he holds degrees from Columbia University and NYU Medical School. According to a bio on the website
of the Koch Institute for Integrative Cancer Research at MIT, where Richard serves on the advisory board, he started working at
Purdue as his father’s assistant at age twenty-six before eventually leading the rm’s R&D; division and, separately, its sales and
marketing division. In 1999, while Mortimer and Raymond remained Purdue’s co-CEOs, Richard joined them at the top of the
company as president, a position he relinquished in 2003 to become cochairman of the board. The few publicly available pictures
of him are generic and sphinxlike—a white guy with a receding hairline. He is one of the few Sacklers to consistently smile for the
camera. In a photo on what appears to be his Facebook prole, Richard is wearing a tan suit and a pink tie, his right hand casually
scrunched into his pocket, projecting a jaunty charm. Divorced in 2013, he lists his relationship status on the prole as “It’s
complicated.”

When Purdue eventually pleaded guilty to felony
charges in 2007 for criminally “misbranding”

OxyContin, it acknowledged exploiting doctors’
misconceptions about oxycodone’s strength.
Richard’s political contributions have gone mostly to Republicans—including Strom Thurmond and Herman Cain—though at
times he has also given to Democrats. (His ex-wife, Beth Sackler, has given almost exclusively to Democrats.) In 2008, he wrote a
letter to the editor of The Wall Street Journal denouncing Muslim support for suicide bombing, a concern that seems to persist:
Since 2014, his charitable organization, the Richard and Beth Sackler Foundation, has donated to several anti-Muslim groups,
including three organizations classied as hate groups by the Southern Poverty Law Center. (The family spokesperson said, “It was
never Richard Sackler’s intention to donate to an anti-Muslim or hate group.”) The foundation has also donated to True the Vote,
the “voter-fraud watchdog” that was the original source for Donald Trump’s inaccurate claim that three million illegal immigrants
voted in the 2016 election.

Former employees describe Richard as a man with an unnerving intelligence, alternately detached and pouncing. In meetings, his
face was often glued to his laptop. “This was pre-smartphone days,” said Riddle. “He’d be typing away and you would think he
wasn’t even listening, and then all of the sudden his head would pop up and he’d be asking a very pointed question.” He was
notorious for peppering subordinates with unexpected, rapid-re queries, sometimes in the middle of the night. “Richard had the
mind of someone who’s going two hundred miles an hour,” said Lacouture. “He could be a little bit disconnected in the way he
would communicate. Whether it was on the weekend or a holiday or a Christmas party, you could always expect the unexpected.”
Richard also had an appetite for micromanagement. “I remember one time he mailed out a rambling sales bulletin,” said Shelby
Sherman, a Purdue sales rep from 1974 to 1998. “And right in the middle, he put in, ‘If you’re reading this, then you must call my
secretary at this number and give her this secret password.’ He wanted to check and see if the reps were reading this shit. We
called it ‘Playin’ Passwords.’ ” According to Sherman, Richard started taking a more prominent role in the company during the
early 1980s. “The shift was abrupt,” he said. “Raymond was just so nice and down-to-earth and calm and gentle.” When Richard
came, “things got a lot harder. Richard really wanted Purdue to be big—I mean really big.”

OxyContin became a lusted-after target for addicts, who quickly discovered that its timed-release mechanism was easy to circumvent.
Getty Images

To eﬀectively capitalize on the chronic-pain movement, Purdue knew it needed to move beyond MS Contin. “Morphine had a
stigma,” said Riddle. “People hear the word and say, ‘Wait a minute, I’m not dying or anything.’ ” Aside from its terminal aura, MS
Contin had a further handicap: Its patent was set to expire in the late nineties. In a 1990 memo addressed to Richard and other
executives, Purdue’s VP of clinical research, Robert Kaiko, suggested that the company work on a pill containing oxycodone, a
chemical similar to morphine that was also derived from the opium poppy. When it came to branding, oxycodone had a key
advantage: Although it was 50 percent stronger than morphine, many doctors believed—wrongly—that it was substantially less
powerful. They were deceived about its potency in part because oxycodone was widely known as one of the active ingredients in
Percocet, a relatively weak opioid- acetaminophen combination that doctors often prescribed for painful injuries. “It really didn’t
have the same connotation that morphine did in people’s minds,” said Riddle.

A common malapropism led to further advantage for Purdue. “Some people would call it oxy-codeine” instead of oxycodone,
recalled Lacouture. “Codeine is very weak.” When Purdue eventually pleaded guilty to felony charges in 2007 for criminally
“misbranding” OxyContin, it acknowledged exploiting doctors’ misconceptions about oxycodone’s strength. In court documents,
the company said it was “well aware of the incorrect view held by many physicians that oxycodone was weaker than morphine”
and “did not want to do anything ‘to make physicians think that oxycodone was stronger or equal to morphine’ or to ‘take any
steps . . . that would aﬀect the unique position that OxyContin’ ” held among physicians.
Purdue did not merely neglect to clear up confusion about the strength of OxyContin. As the company later admitted, it
misleadingly promoted OxyContin as less addictive than older opioids on the market. In this deception, Purdue had a big assist
from the FDA, which allowed the company to include an astonishing labeling claim in OxyContin’s package insert: “Delayed
absorption, as provided by OxyContin tablets, is believed to reduce the abuse liability of a drug.”
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The theory was that addicts would shy away from timed-released drugs, preferring an immediate rush. In practice, OxyContin,
which crammed a huge amount of pure narcotic into a single pill, became a lusted-after target for addicts, who quickly discovered
that the timed-release mechanism in OxyContin was easy to circumvent—you could simply crush a pill and snort it to get most of
the narcotic payload in a single inhalation. This wasn’t exactly news to the manufacturer: OxyContin’s own packaging warned that
consuming broken pills would thwart the timed-release system and subject patients to a potentially fatal overdose. MS Contin had
contended with similar vulnerabilities, and as a result commanded a hefty premium on the street. But the “reduced abuse liability”
claim that added wings to the sales of OxyContin had not been approved for MS Contin. It was removed from OxyContin in 2001
and would never be approved again for any other opioid.
The year after OxyContin’s release, Curtis Wright, the FDA examiner who approved the pharmaceutical’s original application, quit.
After a stint at another pharmaceutical company, he began working for Purdue. In an interview with Esquire, Wright defended his
work at the FDA and at Purdue. “At the time, it was believed that extended-release formulations were intrinsically less abusable,”
he insisted. “It came as a rather big shock to everybody—the government and Purdue—that people found ways to grind up, chew
up, snort, dissolve, and inject the pills.” Preventing abuse, he said, had to be balanced against providing relief to chronic-pain
suﬀerers. “In the mid-nineties,” he recalled, “the very best pain specialists told the medical community they were not prescribing
opioids enough. That was not something generated by Purdue—that was not a secret plan, that was not a plot, that was not a
clever marketing ploy. Chronic pain is horrible. In the right circumstances, opioid therapy is nothing short of miraculous; you give
people their lives back.” In Wright’s account, the Sacklers were not just great employers, they were great people. “No company in
the history of pharmaceuticals,” he said, “has worked harder to try to prevent abuse of their product than Purdue.”

P

urdue did not invent the chronic-pain movement, but it used that movement to engineer a crucial shift. Wright is
correct that in the nineties patients suﬀering from chronic pain often received inadequate treatment. But the call for
clinical reforms also became a exible alibi for overly aggressive prescribing practices. By the end of the decade,

clinical proponents of opioid treatment, supported by millions in funding from Purdue and other pharmaceutical companies, had
organized themselves into advocacy groups with names like the American Pain Society and the American Academy of Pain
Medicine. (Purdue also launched its own group, called Partners Against Pain.) As the decade wore on, these organizations, which
critics have characterized as front groups for the pharmaceutical industry, began pressuring health regulators to make pain “the
fth vital sign”—a number, measured on a subjective ten-point scale, to be asked and recorded at every doctor’s visit. As an
internal strategy document put it, Purdue’s ambition was to “attach an emotional aspect to noncancer pain” so that doctors would
feel pressure to “treat it more seriously and aggressively.” The company rebranded pain relief as a sacred right: a universal
narcotic entitlement available not only to the terminally ill but to every American.

The company rebranded pain relief as a sacred right:
a universal narcotic entitlement available not only
to the terminally ill but to every American. By 2001,
annual OxyContin sales had surged past $1 billion.

OxyContin’s sales started out small in 1996, in part because Purdue rst focused on the cancer market to gain formulary
acceptance from HMOs and state Medicaid programs. Over the next several years, though, the company doubled its sales force to
six hundred—equal to the total number of DEA diversion agents employed to combat the sale of prescription drugs on the black
market—and began targeting general practitioners, dentists, OB/GYNs, physician assistants, nurses, and residents. By 2001,
annual OxyContin sales had surged past $1 billion. Sales reps were encouraged to downplay addiction risks. “It was sell, sell, sell,”
recalled Sherman. “We were directed to lie. Why mince words about it? Greed took hold and overruled everything. They saw that
potential for billions of dollars and just went after it.” Flush with cash, Purdue pioneered a high-cost promotion strategy,
eﬀectively providing kickbacks—which were legal under American law—to each part of the distribution chain. Wholesalers got
rebates in exchange for keeping OxyContin oﬀ prior authorization lists. Pharmacists got refunds on their initial orders. Patients got
coupons for thirty- day starter supplies. Academics got grants. Medical journals got millions in advertising. Senators and members
of Congress on key committees got donations from Purdue and from members of the Sackler family.
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It was doctors, though, who received the most attention. “We used to y doctors to these ‘seminars,’ ” said Sherman, which were,
in practice, “just golf trips to Pebble Beach. It was graft.” Though oﬀering perks and freebies to doctors was hardly uncommon in
the industry, it was unprecedented in the marketing of a Schedule II narcotic. For some physicians, the junkets to sunny locales
weren’t enough to persuade them to prescribe. To entice the holdouts—a group the company referred to internally as “problem
doctors”—the reps would dangle the lure of Purdue’s lucrative speakers’ bureau. “Everybody was automatically approved,” said
Sherman. “We would set up these little dinners, and they’d make their little fteen-minute talk, and they’d get $500.”
Between 1996 and 2001, the number of OxyContin prescriptions in the United States surged from about three hundred thousand
to nearly six million, and reports of abuse started to bubble up in places like West Virginia, Florida, and Maine. (Research would
later show a direct correlation between prescription volume in an area and rates of abuse and overdose.) Hundreds of doctors
were eventually arrested for running pill mills. According to an investigation in the Los Angeles Times, even though Purdue kept an
internal list of doctors it suspected of criminal diversion, it didn’t volunteer this information to law enforcement until years later.
As criticism of OxyContin mounted through the aughts, Purdue responded with symbolic concessions while retaining its volumedriven business model. To prevent addicts from forging prescriptions, the company gave doctors tamper-resistant prescription

pads; to mollify pharmacists worried about robberies, Purdue oﬀered to replace, free of charge, any stolen drugs; to gather data
on drug abuse and diversion, the company launched a national monitoring program called RADARS.
Critics were not impressed. In a letter to Richard Sackler in July 2001, Richard Blumenthal, then Connecticut’s attorney general
and now a U. S. senator, called the company’s eﬀorts “cosmetic.” As Blumenthal had deduced, the root problem of the
prescription-opioid epidemic was the high volume of prescriptions written for powerful opioids. “It is time for Purdue Pharma to
change its practices,” Blumenthal warned Richard, “not just its public-relations strategy.”
It wasn’t just that doctors were writing huge numbers of prescriptions; it was also that the prescriptions were often for
extraordinarily high doses. A single dose of Percocet contains between 2.5 and 10mg of oxycodone. OxyContin came in 10-, 20-,
30-, 40-, and 80mg formulations and, for a time, even 160mg. Purdue’s greatest competitive advantage in dominating the pain
market, it had determined early on, was that OxyContin lasted twelve hours, enough to sleep through the night. But for many
patients, the drug lasted only six or eight hours, creating a cycle of crash and euphoria that one academic called “a perfect recipe
for addiction.” When confronted with complaints about “breakthrough pain”—meaning that the pills weren’t working as long as
advertised—Purdue’s sales reps were given strict instructions to tell doctors to strengthen the dose rather than increase dosing
frequency.

Sales reps were encouraged to downplay addiction
risks. “It was sell, sell, sell,” recalled Sherman. “We
were directed to lie. Why mince words about it?”
Over the next several years, dozens of class-action lawsuits were brought against Purdue. Many were dismissed, but in some cases
Purdue wrote big checks to avoid going to trial. Several plaintiﬀs’ lawyers found that the company was willing to go to great
lengths to prevent Richard Sackler from having to testify under oath. “They didn’t want him deposed, I can tell you that much,”
recalled Marvin Masters, a lawyer who brought a class-action suit against Purdue in the early 2000s in West Virginia. “They were
willing to sit down and settle the case to keep from doing that.” Purdue tried to get Richard removed from the suit, but when that
didn’t work, the company settled with the plaintiﬀs for more than $20 million. Paul Hanly, a New York class-action lawyer who
won a large settlement from Purdue in 2007, had a similar recollection. “We were attempting to take Richard Sackler’s
deposition,” he said, “around the time that they agreed to a settlement.” (A spokesperson for the company said, “Purdue did not
settle any cases to avoid the deposition of Dr. Richard Sackler, or any other individual.”)
When the federal government nally stepped in, in 2007, it extracted historic terms of surrender from the company. Purdue
pleaded guilty to felony charges, admitting that it had lied to doctors about OxyContin’s abuse potential. (The technical charge
was “misbranding a drug with intent to defraud or mislead.”) Under the agreement, the company paid $600 million in nes and
its three top executives at the time—its medical director, general counsel, and Richard’s successor as president—pleaded guilty to
misdemeanor charges. The executives paid $34.5 million out of their own pockets and performed four hundred hours of
community service. It was one of the harshest penalties ever imposed on a pharmaceutical company. (In a statement to Esquire,

Purdue said that it “abides by the highest ethical standards and legal requirements.” The statement went on: “We want physicians
to use their professional judgment, and we were not trying to pressure them.”)

Fifty-three thousand Americans died from opioid
overdoses in 2016, more than the thirty-six thousand
who died in car crashes in 2015 or the thirty-ﬁve
thousand who died from gun violence that year.

No Sacklers were named in the 2007 suit. Indeed, the Sackler name appeared nowhere in the plea agreement, even though
Richard had been one of the company’s top executives during most of the period covered by the settlement. He did eventually
have to give a deposition in 2015, in a case brought by Kentucky’s attorney general. Richard’s testimony—the only known record
of a Sackler speaking about the crisis the family’s company helped create—was promptly sealed. (In 2016, STAT, an online
magazine owned by Boston Globe Media that covers health and medicine, asked a court in Kentucky to unseal the deposition, which is
said to have lasted several hours. STAT won a lower-court ruling in May 2016. As of press time, the matter was before an appeals court.)

In 2010, Purdue executed a breathtaking pivot: Embracing the arguments critics had been making for years about OxyContin’s
susceptibility to abuse, the company released a new formulation of the medication that was harder to snort or inject. Purdue
seized the occasion to rebrand itself as an industry leader in abuse-deterrent technology. The change of heart coincided with two
developments: First, an increasing number of addicts, unable to aﬀord OxyContin’s high street price, were turning to cheaper
alternatives like heroin; second, OxyContin was nearing the end of its patents. Purdue suddenly argued that the drug it had been
selling for nearly fteen years was so prone to abuse that generic manufacturers should not be allowed to copy it.
On April 16, 2013, the day some of the key patents for OxyContin were scheduled to expire, the FDA followed Purdue’s lead,
declaring that no generic versions of the original OxyContin formulation could be sold. The company had eﬀectively won several
additional years of patent protection for its golden goose.

O

pioid withdrawal, which causes aches, vomiting, and restless anxiety, is a gruesome process to experience as an
adult. It’s considerably worse for the twenty thousand or so American babies who emerge each year from opioidsoaked wombs. These infants, suddenly cut oﬀ from their supply, cry uncontrollably. Their skin is mottled. They

cannot fall asleep. Their bodies are shaken by tremors and, in the worst cases, seizures. Bottles of milk leave them distraught,
because they cannot maneuver their lips with enough precision to create suction. Treatment comes in the form of drops of
morphine pushed from a syringe into the babies’ mouths. Weaning sometimes takes a week but can last as long as twelve. It’s a
heartrending, expensive process, typically carried out in the neonatal ICU, where newborns have limited access to their mothers.

But the children of OxyContin, its heirs and legatees, are many and various. The second- and third-generation descendants of
Raymond and Mortimer Sackler spend their money in the ways we have come to expect from the not-so-idle rich. Notably, several
have made children a focus of their business and philanthropic endeavors. One Sackler heir helped start an iPhone app called
RedRover, which generates ideas for child-friendly activities for urban parents; another runs a child- development center near
Central Park; another is a donor to charter-school causes, as well as an investor in an education start-up called AltSchool. Yet
another is the founder of Beespace, an “incubator for emerging nonprots,” which provides resources and mentoring for initiatives
like the Malala Fund, which invests in education programs for women in the developing world, and Yoga Foster, whose objective is
to bring “accessible, sustainable yoga programs into schools across the country.” Other Sackler heirs get to do the fun stuﬀ: One
helps nance small, interesting lms like The Witch; a second married a famous cricket player; a third is a sound artist; a fourth
started a production company with Boyd Holbrook, star of the Netix series Narcos; a fth founded a small chain of gastropubs in
New York called the Smith.

The family has donated its fortune to blue-chip brands, braiding the family name into the patronage network of the world’s most prestigious, well-endowed institutions. Clockwise
from top left: Sackler Galleries at the Royal Academy Of Arts, London; the Sackler Wing of Oriental Antiquities at the Louvre; The Arthur M. Sackler Gallery at the Smithsonian,
Washington, DC; The Sackler gallery in Ashmolean Museum at Oxford University.
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Holding fast to family tradition, Raymond’s and Mortimer’s heirs declined to be interviewed for this article. Instead, through a
spokesperson, they put forward two decorated academics who have been on the receiving end of the family’s largesse: Phillip
Sharp, the Nobel-prize-winning MIT geneticist, and Herbert Pardes, formerly the dean of faculty at Columbia University’s medical
school and CEO of New York-Presbyterian Hospital. Both men eﬀusively praised the Sacklers’ donations to the arts and sciences,
marveling at their loyalty to academic excellence. “Once you were on that exalted list of philanthropic projects,” Pardes told
Esquire, “you were there and you were in a position to secure additional philanthropy. It was like a family acquisition.” Pardes
called the Sacklers “the nicest, most gentle people you could imagine.” As for the family’s connection to OxyContin, he said that it
had never come up as an issue in the faculty lounge or the hospital break room. “I have never heard one inch about that,” he said.
Pardes’s ostrichlike avoidance is not unusual. In 2008, Raymond and his wife donated an undisclosed amount to Yale to start the
Raymond and Beverly Sackler Institute for Biological, Physical and Engineering Sciences. Lynne Regan, its current director, told
me that neither students nor faculty have ever brought up the OxyContin connection. “Most people don’t know about that,” she
said. “I think people are mainly oblivious.” A spokesperson for the university added, “Yale does not vet donors for controversies
that may or may not arise.”

In May, a dozen lawmakers in Congress sent a
bipartisan letter to the World Health Organization
warning that Sackler-owned companies were
preparing to ﬂood foreign countries with legal
narcotics.
The controversy surrounding OxyContin shows little sign of receding. In 2016, the CDC issued a startling warning: There was no
good evidence that opioids were an eﬀective treatment for chronic pain beyond six weeks. There was, on the other hand, an
abundance of evidence that long-term treatment with opioids had harmful eﬀects. (A recent paper by Princeton economist Alan
Krueger suggests that chronic opioid use may account for more than 20 percent of the decline in American labor-force
participation from 1999 to 2015.) Millions of opioid prescriptions for chronic pain had been written in the preceding two decades,
and the CDC was calling into question whether many of them should have been written at all. At least twenty-ve government
entities, ranging from states to small cities, have recently led lawsuits against Purdue to recover damages associated with the
opioid epidemic.
The Sacklers, though, will likely emerge untouched: Because of a sweeping non-prosecution agreement negotiated during the
2007 settlement, most new criminal litigation against Purdue can only address activity that occurred after that date. Neither
Richard nor any other family members have occupied an executive position at the company since 2003.

The American market for OxyContin is dwindling. According to Purdue, prescriptions fell 33 percent between 2012 and 2016. But
while the company’s primary product may be in eclipse in the United States, international markets for pain medications are
expanding. According to an investigation last year in the Los Angeles Times, Mundipharma, the Sackler-owned company charged
with developing new markets, is employing a suite of familiar tactics in countries like Mexico, Brazil, and China to stoke concern
for as-yet-unheralded “silent epidemics” of untreated pain. In Colombia, according to the L.A. Times, the company went so far as
to circulate a press release suggesting that 47 percent of the population suﬀered from chronic pain.

Napp is the family’s drug company in the UK. Mundipharma is their company charged with developing new markets.
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In May, a dozen lawmakers in Congress, inspired by the L.A. Times investigation, sent a bipartisan letter to the World Health
Organization warning that Sackler-owned companies were preparing to ood foreign countries with legal narcotics. “Purdue
began the opioid crisis that has devastated American communities,” the letter reads. “Today, Mundipharma is using many of the
same deceptive and reckless practices to sell OxyContin abroad.” Signicantly, the letter calls out the Sackler family by name,
leaving no room for the public to wonder about the identities of the people who stood behind Mundipharma.
The nal assessment of the Sacklers’ global impact will take years to work out. In some places, though, they have already left their
mark. In July, Raymond, the last remaining of the original Sackler brothers, died at ninety-seven. Over the years, he had won a
British knighthood, been made an Oﬃcer of France’s Légion d’Honneur, and received one of the highest possible honors from the
royal house of the Netherlands. One of his nal accolades came in June 2013, when Anthony Monaco, the president of Tufts
University, traveled to Purdue Pharma’s headquarters in Stamford to bestow an honorary doctorate. The Sacklers had made a
number of transformational donations to the university over the years—endowing, among other things, the Sackler School of
Graduate Biomedical Sciences. At Tufts, as at most schools, honorary degrees are traditionally awarded on campus during
commencement, but in consideration of Raymond’s advanced age, Monaco trekked to Purdue for a special ceremony. The
audience that day was limited to family members, select university oﬃcials, and a scrum of employees. Addressing the crowd of
intimates, Monaco praised his benefactor. “It would be impossible to calculate how many lives you have saved, how many
scientic elds you have redened, and how many new physicians, scientists, mathematicians, and engineers are doing important
work as a result of your entrepreneurial spirit.” He concluded, “You are a world changer.”
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